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College Plans Security Measures
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The repercussions of the rape of a Trinity
coed in Jarvis dormitory during
Thanksgiving vacation are still being felt
around campus. More girls are locking their
doors, security measures are being
tightened, and administrators are expressing their concern over security consciousness. The only thing Hartford police,
would say about the rape case was that they
had "no new developments".
The rape victim told the TRIPOD*,
however, she knows Hartford police have
questioned at least one person in connection
with the rape.
She also said police had shown her pictures of suspects in the case but that she had
been unable to recognize any of them.
A. A. Garofolo, director of security,
reported the theft of a television set Friday.
He said three men, broke into Cook dormitory, C-12, but Hartford police recovered
the T.V. later that night in a car parked on
Allen Place.
Hartford police arrested the man who
they found Working on the car, Leon Dudley,
Garofolo said. The car, which had
Washington, D.C., plates, belonged to
Dudley's brother.
Hartford police officials were not
available for comment yesterday. A'

§f

patrolman said he could release no information about the case.
Meanwhile, administrators Thomas A.
Smith, vice-president, Garofolo, Del
Shilkret, dean of student services, and J.
Ronald Spencer, dean of community life
have met to discuss and formulate plans for
future and immediate security measures
around campus.
As a first step, Smith announced the
College would shut down all dormitories this
Christmas. According to the vice-president,
the College will completely close off all
dormitories after eight p.m. December 23
and will not open them again until January
3.
According to Shilkret, the College intends
to continue replacing key-operated spring
locks with combination-operated bolt locks.
In the past few years, the locks on the doors
of several of the dormitories, notably Jones
and High Rise, have been changed to
combination locks.
Garofolo asserted that, so far, this policy
of changing to bolt locks has led to a
significant decrease in the crime rate. He
noted that while there had' been 30 crimes
prior to Thanksgiving, last year there had
been only two this year.
One of the main problems, Shilkret said,
that particularly concerns co-eds is

bathroom security. Combination locks could
also be installed on bathroom doors, he said,
but noted that if no students were to use
them, it would be a waste of money.
Smith said he made the decision for the
administration yesterday after consulting
with many college administrators and the
Trinity College Council. The TCC, heard the
proposal at its meeting November 29 and
"voiced no serious objections," he said.
Only foreign students or students who
cannot return home for the holidays will be
allowed to remain on campus, Smith said.
He added that no students would be able to
use college dormitories just as a convenience. For example, he said students
could not stay overnight on their way to
Vermont ski slopes.
Another proposal under consideration is to
lock up the dorms during the school year,
either all the time or after 11:00 or 12:00 at
night. Shilkret said the College was only
willing to spend money for this plan if
students would keep the door locked.
All the administrators stressed, however,
that there was only so much the College
could do to thwart crime. They asserted the
success of the new lock policy, efforts to
recover stolen goods, and to keep criminals
from ever getting the chance to invade the
College rests on the students.

According to the administrators the
students must develop a "security consciousness."
Shilkret said students should get in the
habit of locking their doors. He said, "One
thing that concerns me is that in many instances doors are being left open. We're
getting into a very high theft period. I want
to encourage people to lock their doors even
if they're only in the bathroom." Over
Christmas, he said, everybody should be
sure to lock both their doors and their
windows.
Garafolo emphasized the student's attitudes too. The director of security said the
key aspect in. any security measure
provided by the College is the cooperation of
students.
It is up to students to keep their doors and
windows locked and to fill in security
identification forms, he asserted.
Garafolo stressed the importance of
recording the make, model and serial
number of valuable property since, without
them, he said, recovering stolen articles is
difficult if not impossible.
Garofolo stated his main objectives are
(1) better and more sophisticated security
equipment, and (2) increased effectiveness
for his security-consciousness program.
(Continued on P. 4)

Drug Use Changes At College
By Lindsay Mann

usage has not gone down at all, but that it
You read a lot about the drug culture at has changed qualitatively since his group
American colleges. In the past few years, started in 1970.
He said, "In 1970 college students dropped
marijuana has become a household word
and drug use, like sex, has come out of the acid; very rarely do they now; it's more the
high school student or the junior high school
closet.
student. Now, college students are taking
But what is the "drug scene" at Trinity? amphetimines,
barbituates, and a lot of
And how does it compare with student use of alcohol."
narcotics, say, three years ago? How do
He said he is concerned that students are
students view drugs? What's the College's
losing interest in their environment as a
policy on drug use.
<of drug use. Previously, he continued,
Randolph M. Lee, college counselor, said result
students
drug use at the College has fallen from what selves. used drugs to stimulate themhe called its "peak" period in 1960-1970.
study on drug use conducted last year
According to Lee, students have become byA Lee
be released before spring
I more sophisticated in their use of drugs. He vacation. will
a lot of data and it will
explained students are now more familiar take time "There's
to get it all together with inwith the effects of various drugs and use terpretation,"
Lee said.
•them accordingly. For example, he obIf
a
student
ever
takes a drug he thinks is
served in years gone by, students would take
multiple dosages of different drugs, one impure, or if he fears any severe
drug offsetting or heightening the impact of physiological effects, Lee said he should
"race down" to the emergency room of the
another.
Hartford Hospital. "It's more important to
The college counselor also said students live than to worry about being arrested, ""he
have stopped using drugs in "binges". said.
Students would stay high all day, Lee
A student who reports to the emergency
asserted, and would throw large parties for room
not be arrested, according to J.
massive consumption of narcotics. Now, he Ronaldwill
Spencer,
dean for community life.
said, students only use drugs when they "The Hartford Hospital
wants to encourage
have time, so as not to harm their academic its use as a medical facility,
not as an
and social lives.
agency to help police catch users," he said.
According to student sources, students
Spencer emphasized that the College is
can buy a wide variety of narcotics from interested in identifying drug users that
dealers on campus and in the community. "are so heavily into drugs that they enMarijuana is the easiest drug to obtain, the danger their academics, their intellectual
students said, with a market price of about capacity and other aspects of their life and
$15.00 an ounce. The price of LSD' has those who because of their involvement in
fluctuated, but it can usually be obtained drugs, infringe upon the institution or upon
cheaply and in large quantities.
single individuals." He says the CollegeOn the other hand, cocaine, which is in tries to get these people involved in the right
high demand, is difficult to find and very kind of relationship by dealing with the
expensive. A "spoon" of cocaine costs user's problems therapeutically rather than
between $20.00 and $40.00.
punitively.
Since last year, Trinity students have
The College's regulations on drug use,
begun to take "downers", such as quaaloids
listed on page 52 of the College Handbook,
and sopers.
require a student charged with a felony to
All drug prices are up this year, students appear
before a Board of Inquiry. The
said, with a resulting decline in usage.
Board, which consists of two students, two
While some students stress the "mind- tenured
faculty members, and two adexpanding" powers of such psychedelic ministrators,
advises the Dean for Comdrugs as LSD and unescaline, most students munity Life whether
not the student
say they use drugs just to have a good time. represents a "threat"or to
the College,
"People like feeling good," said one student. himself, or the outside community.
Praising marijuana, another student said,
"It's a nice way of having a good time with Any student who is convicted of a felony is
suspended immediately and indefinitely,
people and relaxing."
but may reapply for admission through the
Bill Carter, co-director of the ROOTS Community Life office. A panel of two
youth-run "hotline" for all types of students, two tenured faculty members, and
problems in the capital area, said drug

for reconsideration and make a recommendation to the Dean.
The College's statement of the regulations
warns students that students must comply
with federal and state drug statutes. Further, the College regulations state, the
College reserves the right to "apprise the
appropriate public agencies" when it has
knowledge of violations of state and federal
law.

The Board of Inquiry may recommend
suspension or any other action it deemi
proper to the Dean who then acts on their
recommendation.
Thomas A. Smith, vice-president of the
College, noted that students who use drugs
pose a grave threat to their roommates and
friends who don't. He explained if a student
is charged with possession and the drugs are

Randolph Lee, college counselor

< Continued on P. 2)
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Nominations

Reopened

SEC To Conduct January Elections
After four weeks of deliberation concerning election procedures, the Student
Executive Committee (SEC) has decided to
reopen nominations. Student elections will
be conducted on January 15 and 16, by the
SEC during course registration for the
unoccupied positions on the Board of
Inquiry, the Board of Reconsiderations, the
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Committee,
the Finance Committee, and the SEC.
The SEC, at a meeting Sunday, voted to
appoint a committee of five students to act

as a Board of Elections and supervise the
procedures.
Students, including transfer and exchange
students, may submit nominating petitions
containing the position aspired to their
name, class, box number, and phone
number, to a locked box on Friday,
December 8, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Timing will be determined by the clock in
the Mather Hall lobby. The SEC will notify
the petitioners Monday by letter about their
placement or rejection on the ballot.

Candidates may also submit a typed
election statement not exceeding 135 words
with their name and aspired position for
publication in the TRIPOD. Deadline for the
statement is Sunday, December 10, at 4 p.m.
These statements and the list of nominees
will appear in the TRIPOD on December 12.
The seats open to petitions include: one
position on the Board of Inquiry (open to
juniors and seniors only), two positions on
the Board of Reconsideration (seniors only),
two positions and two alternates to be taken

Committee Descriptions
Student Executive Committee
The membership of this committee
consists of all students elected to "college
committees" and six "at large" positions
reserved for freshmen.
The SEC is the "general representative
organization of the student body within the
college." The "at large" members are the

Drug Use**.
found in his room, the police may arrest his
roommates as well.
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the faculty, said he
has no way of knowing if faculty members
use drugs. He said there are no specific
regulations regarding a faculty member's
use of drugs but the Appointments and
Promotions Committee would consider such
an incident when evaluating a professor's
reappointment ov> tenure.
"Whatever the individual does alone is
more clearly his own business" than when
he's with a student or on campus, Nye
stated. He added that he "wouldn't advocate, wouldn't approve, and wouldn't

only students elected to the SEC directly
without being members of any other committee.
Elections are to be held for six seats.
Candidates for these positions must be
freshmen and will be voted upon by the
freshman class.

Board of Inquiry
The Board of Inquiry Panel, from which
the Dean for Community Life will select
members of Boards of Inquiry, shall consist
of three students drawn from the junior and
senior classes, three tenured faculty
members and three administrators.

Board of Reconsideration
The Board of Reconsideration Panel, from
which the Vice President will select
members of Boards of Reconsideration,
shall consist of two members of the senior
class, two tenured faculty members and two
administrators. The student and faculty
members of these panels are to be elected at
condone" a professor's using drugs with the start of each academic year by the
students.
groups they represent; the administration
It seems, therefore, that the College's members are appointed by the President.
policy toward drug has not taken into account the shift in the types of drugs being
Financial Affairs Committee
used. Smith commented that the College has
The Committee is an advisory committee
no intention of calling for the legalization of of the faculty concerned with the financial
marijuana or taking any sort of an in- affairs of the College. It regularly reviews
stitutional stand at all on drug use. The budget priorities and makes suggests T;o the
College will abide by federal and state Trustees before final approval of the annual
requirements, he said, which do not draw budget. The Committee has 3 student
distinctions between the felony of possessing members.
marijuana and the felony of possessing
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Committee
heroin.
A discription was unattainable either
from the SEC or the Trinity College Handbook.

from page one

by the top four winners on the Academic
Dishonesty Appeals Committee one
position on the Finance Committee, and five
at large freshmen on the Student Executive
Committee.
Students may serve on as many committees as they want, but a separate petition
must be submitted for each position An
individual may sign more than one petition
for more than one candidate.
Although no further petitions will be accepted for the Student Activities Committee
write-in campaigns may be waged for these
positions as well as for all other positions
Winners of the election will be notified
Thursday, January 18, in the mail, by the
SEC, and their names will be published in
the TRIPOD and on posters. Appeals must
be filed by Friday, January 19, at 6 p.m.
Otherwise, the winners will be certified
Friday evening. If any appeals are filed, the
SEC will meet within five days to determine
the-results. The SEC will appoint students
for any unfilled slots within two weeks
following elections.
Elections for the SEC were originally
postponed pending the reconsideration and
reevaluation of the election procedures. The
SEC has made a settlement with David
Barthwell, '74, and Reginald Martin, '74,
who had filed a complaint about the postponement of the elections. Nominations for
the Student Activities Committee have been
closed, and elections for the position will be
held on the same date as the other committees. Students who had submitted uncontested positions have been seated.
Another problem arose when the SEC
discovered that two announced vacancies on
the Lecture Committee did not exist. Since
two petitions had been received, Barthwell
suggested that the SEC ask the faculty if
they would expand the Lecture Committee
by two student members. Barthwell is
composing an amendment to the SEC
Constitution that the two Lecture Committee petitioners become full voting
members of the SEC until May, the end of
SEC terms. The SEC will consider the
amendment at their next meeting.

Student Columnist
VM • i

Chernaik Discusses Conservative Views

' .

By Lenny Goldschmidt
"I'm the only spokesman for consistent
conservatism at Trinity," said senior Steve
Chernaik in a Tripod interview this week.
Chernaik, who writes a column called
"From the Right" in the Tripod, develops
his philosophy on two premises.
First, Chernaik says he feels that man is
by nature evil and needs laws l~ -r~1r-»ir

him. Second, he says that a concentration of
power in a central. government such as
exists under Communism will corrupt men
and limit their freedom.
Until two years ago Chernaik said he
considered himself a liberal and campaigned for such candidates as John Lind-r

Consistent Conservative
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Senior Steve Chernaik until two years ago said he considered himself a
liberal, but became disenchanted with liberals following the Kent State
shooting, and now claims to be the only spokesman for "consistent conservatism" at the College.
A

he

turned in his draft card in protest against
the war in Vietnam and the draft.
After the shooting of the four Kent State
students, however, Chernaik said he
became disenchanted with the failure of
many liberals to criticize extremists, such
as violent student protesters. According to.
Chernaik, he then read books by William F.
Buckley and John Burnham and became
convinced that most liberals exhibited
• dishonesty for failing to rebuke extremists.
Chernaik said he believes violent student
protesters - for example, he cited Kent
State -- must be castigated since there is "a
hard core element out to destroy the
educational system either by design or
innocently." The students, he added, "had
no right to break the law."
Chernaik stressed the danger of permitting one's conscience to over-rule law.
He contended, "Martin Luther King was the
most dangerous man in this country in
twenty years." because King advocated
civil disobedience.
King's philosophy: Chernaik stated, was
based orrprovoking the other side to attack
him after first instigating them relentlessly.
Before he became a conservative, Chernaik
said he was "quite taken in with King's
doctrine that one's conscience supercedes
the law,"
Student protesters who glorify their
conscience over the law have no place on
campus, according to Chernaik. "If they
(protesters) want to change the college they
should enter the real world or work within
the system for change," he said. The "real
world" according to the columnist is when
students leave college and begin to earn
their own livings.
Chernaik also feels that college courses
which try to be "relevant" to the "real
world" are bad for Trinity. "The Black
Studies and related sociology and
psychology courses have damaged the
quality of the liberal arts education," he
said. According to Chernaik, "The purpose
of college is to learn and, secondarily, to
have a good time."
Chernaik said that crime is one of the
most important problems in the United
States today, Crime, according to the

columnist, is not caused by a poor environment or a lack of education, but is tne
Chernaik said, "every environment spawns
good and bad people. There's no reason tor
the federal government to try and improve
the ghetto."
„ ' ,
Chernaik stated both the welfare ana
crime situations will "improve" only wien.
people learn the value of "an honest dollar
He said this could be accomplished ^industry were to be given tax incentives to
hire and train unskilled poor, more tro*.
schools were to be built and the minimum
wage were to be abolished.
.
If the minimum wage were to w
abolished, Chernaik asserted, ' more^rn
ployers could afford to give yo
uneducated, unskilled Negroes a job.
Besides being inefficient Chernaw
asserted a large federal beaurocracy js aisp
detrimental to -individual freedom. . ^
columnist cautioned against concentration*
of power. The only two purposes, ot »
federal government, he said, shoulc fie
coin money and to providei for^.tuja
security." He said he would like to s
power
given to local governments.
y
There are certain elements inna se o y
according to Chernaik, that y, Ralph
potential to limit our freedomj;
»
Nader," he said, "wants to create anoth^
beaurocracy in the government tnarwu „
people of individual freedom °f choice.
Chernaik claimed healthy compeW^
among companies will lead »
e
sumers to pick the best products tne
Communism, according to Charn-* J.
the second biggest threat to the urv ^
this country next to crime. He wouM» .
see more money spent on national « « •
since "it is the military presenceJ:
United States that keeps Conimu..
Even the United Nations, he, saidI posejj
"potential danger" to our freedom a « * ^
conceivable for Communist counu
^
gain control of it and dictate ponc>' jcS
United States. Chernaik, who isi •<•.
major, would like to "write consavat
articles for a publication or manage
gambling casino."
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New Prof Explores Cultural Alternatives
By Adrien Mally
James A. Miller, assistant professor of
English and intercultural studies, said he
came to Trinity this year "primarily
because I was excited by the students I
talked to and because I was impressed by
the wide range of educational options
available to students at Trinity."
He explained that the Intercultural
Studies Program "offers a framework in
which alternate cultural and political views
can be legitimately explored. It is important
to understand alternatives do exist and that
these real and vital forces continue to shape
American reality."
In a TRIPOD interview Miller said he
hopes to study black literature and the
relationship between culture and politics,
within the context of the Intercultural
Studies Program.
"The Eurocentric concern of American
universities has to be challenged," he
commented. He said he is particularly in-!
terested in exploring inter-relationships
among black people in Africa, the
Carribean, and the U. S.
Miller said his focus in such a study would
be the extent to which cultural and political
ideas are shared in common in these areas,
and how they shape the people's selfperceptions.
Miller said he is especially looking forward to teaching a course on Survey of
Western World Literature to the
Renaissance next term, which will examine,
the sources of the ideas and concepts which
have shaped contemporary Western society.
He will also teach American Literature
and Myth, a study from the colonial period
to 1865, with particular emphasis on the
development of an American mythology,
and Richard Wright and Langston Huges, a
study of two black 20th centurions, authors

and poets major works.
Miller received his B. A. from Brown
University in 1966 in English literature. He
is currently working on a doctoral thesis
from the State University of New York at
Buffalo, on Richard Wright as an artist an a
political thinker.

Having just moved to the area in late
September with his wife, Edjohnetta, and
his daughter, Ayisha, Miller said he is still
"getting adjusted" before becoming involved in any Hartford community activities.

His publications include: "The Vision of
Martin Luther King," Black Academy
Review, {Vol.1, No.3, Fall, 1970), and an
introduction to Bryant Rollin's Danger
Song, Collier African-American Library,
1971.
Miller commented that Trinity offers a
contrast to his previous teaching experience
both in regard to the size and nature of the
student bodies, and in terms of educational
goals.
Last year he was assistant professor in the
division of humanities at City University of
New York-Medgar Evers College. The
student body was primarily black and
Spanish-speaking and the focus of the school
was on urban problems.
Miller taught in Buffalo for five years
prior to teaching in Brooklyn. At SUNYAB
Miller was a teaching fellow in the English
department from 1966 to 1969.
He was also a Research Associate in the
Council on International Studies, Jan. to
Aug., 1969, and assistant professor and
director of the black studies program from
1969 to 1971.
Among his activities at SUNYAB were:
advisor of Black Students Union; Committee on Minority Faculty and Staff Employment; Center for the Comparative
Study of Race and Ethnic Relations; Upward Bound Advisory Committee; and
Contributing Editor of the Black Academy
Review.
There'll be a Shabbat dinner Friday night
in Hamlin Hall. Join us for a Shabbat meal,
songs, and joy. Reservations-Carrie Harris,
Box 164, today. Meal ticket holders please
give your number.
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Faculty Discusses Consortium Proposals
Robert Vogel, executive director of the S. Picker, assistant professor of physics.
Hartford Consortium of colleges, announced
Several faculty members suggested that
to the Trinity faculty Thursday that the program might be detrimental to
professors at participating college may be student-teacher relationships at the College.
required to teach courses at other cam- "Itinerant professors will not have as much f
puses. The Consortium's Board of Directors contact between students and faculty,"'
consists of the presidents of the five par- Picker commented.
•
ticipating colleges, including President
Paul Smith, chairman of the English
Theodore Lockwood.
department, said the program might make
Vogel explained that the regulation would hiring new professors difficult. He said
be stipulated in a professor's contract for prospective teachers would not want to
both appointment and reappointment, travel to other campuses to teach their
adding that a faculty member would not courses. He explained that with this
have the right to refuse to participate in the program it would be more difficult for
Trinity to compete with other colleges for
program.
,
President Lockwood, who is travelling in '• first-rate professors.
the Sahara desert until December 20, did not
The Hartford Consortium was founded |
attend the meeting.
two years ago so that to offer area colleges
The Trinity faculty generally reacted could economize in their course offerings
negatively to Vogel's announcement. and protect themselves against competition
Several faculty members complained from other, large institutions, Vogel said.
because they had not been consulted in "All higher education, both public, and
making the decision, and had not been in- private, is in terrific trouble," he comformed earlier. The Consortium's directors mented. "It's abundantly clear the '
approved the program on September 7.
government is not going to bail us out. The
"Goodwill is informing the faculty, rather competition to survive within the public and ,
than leaving it in the dark," stated Harvey private colleges is going to prevail."

As a result of this competition, the ConVogel said the Consortium started with
sortium is examining the concept of the open intercollegiate registration within the
university as well as the feasibility of Hartford area.f Students who, are degree
establishing a~ modern- language institute candidates at one of the colleges may take
and a graduate center, Vogel told the courses for no extra charge at any of the
faculty. .
•
other four schools. "I was amazed at the
Vogel said the Consortium might try to number of Trinity students taking art and
combine departments onto one campus. music courses at UHart," Vogel said.
Instead of six professors being split between
Member colleges of the Consortium are:
two different colleges, the departments Trinity, the University of Hartford, St.
could be brought together, he suggested.
Joseph College, Hartford College for
Vogel compared the aims of the Hartford Women, and Rensselaer Polytechnic InConsortium with the program at the stitute.
Claremont Colleges where six colleges
share their business offices, library,
research and computer services, mainProfessor
J.
H.
tenance, and security. Each college
Plumb,
the
noted
maintains separate facilities, degree
British historian, will
requirements, campuses, dining acaddress
a
history
commodations, and admissions.
colloquium
tomorrow
The Consortium's directors have
night at 8:00 in McCook
established a council consisting of one
Auitorium. Plumb is a
faculty member and administrator from
fellow
at
Christ's
each participating college. The council will
College, Cambridge.
act as a forum to discuss proposals and to
implement policies established by the
directors.
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Trinity Alumnus^

Representative To Sponsor Education Bill
By Neil Kobrosky
Democratic State Representative
Nicholas M. Motto, a Trinity Alumnus, plans
to support two education bills when the State
House of Representatives begins its session
next month'. Motto is the State Representative of all Trinity students who are
registered to vote in Hartford.
One bill Motto is supporting would provide
for the public contracting of private
colleges. Under this plan, if Trinity offers a
course which the University of Connecticut
doesn't, then the State of Connecticut would
pay Trinity to teach this course to
University of Connecticut students. Either
UConn. students would come to Trinity, or
else a Trinity professor would teach the
course at UConn.
"We're trying to retain more places in
private colleges for students who are
residents of Connecticut," Motto explained.
"The added income the private colleges
would receive for this service would help
deflate the rising costs of education. This is

one way to preserve the private college
system in Connecticut."
Motto is also sponsoring a bill to lower the
state's mandatory retirement age for
teachers from 60 to 55. This new retirement
age would apply to all teachers in the state
school system. The purpose of the bill is to
create more jobs for unemployed graduates
of teacher's colleges, he explained, adding,
"This would also place the teacher's
retirement age on par with other retirement
plans."
In the November 7 election, Motto was reelected to a third two-year term, defeating
his Republican opponent by two-to-one
margin. Since Connecticut was redistricted
and the number of state representatives was
reduced from 177 to 151, Motto now
represents more than 11,000 voters. He is a
member of the Education Committee, the
Finance Committee, and the Public Personnel Committee in the House of
Representatives.

Motto graduated from Trinity in 1943 with
a B.A. and M.A, in psychology. At Trinity,
he played varsity soccer on the same team
as his classmate Vice President Thomas A.
Smith, and was a member of Sigma Nu
fraternity his junior and senior years.

u

After graduating, Motto served with the
Army infantry in the Pacific until 1946. He
taught math for 25 years at the Moylan
Elementary School on Hillside Avenue.
Presently Motto works as a multi-media
research teacher at the Chancy Harris
School on Hudson Street, advising school
administrators on curricular changes in the
curriculum of the Hartford Public School
System.
Motto said he is quite content with his
office and doesn't have any political ambitions for the future. He concluded, "I
enjoy working with people. I'll serve as state
representative as long as I'm re-elected."

:
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Stiff Competition For Pre-laws

By Kent Allen

Trinity pre-law students face tremendous
competition, but if they have at least a
B average, their chances for acceptance
are good. "I estimate tha.t between 1969 and
1971 the applications for law school doubled.
This has made it very tough to get into law
school," remarked Paula Robbins, the
College's career counselor.
"Last year was disasterous for pre-law
students," she noted. "Between one fourth
and one third of the seniors took the law
school admissions examination. Only 24 of
last year's seniors got into law schools."
Robbins said that to avoid future
disasters, she started the Pre-Law Advisory
Board, which is very similar to the PreMedical Advisory board. She wrote to 40 law
schools to ask if such a Board would help

students and, she noted, almost all said it
would.
The career counselor explained that the
importance of the Board derives from the
letter of recommendation it sends to the law
schools. In preparing the letter the Board
solicits recommendations from faculty
members and then composes a composite,
she continued.
She stressed that this letter must be accurate, even if it's critical, for otherwise the
College's credibility would suffer.
Robert Battis, professor of economics,
George Cooper, professor of history, and
Samuel Hendel, professor of political
science are the members of the committee.
They were chosen by the president to be
involved in this problem. The length of time

that the members stay on the Board has not curricular activities and the recom
yet been determined since the committee mendations are helpful when two studeJs
just began last spring, Robbins said.
with about the same academic standing a
"The major for a pre-law student depends up against each other. The one with th
primarily on his own likes. However, most extra-curricular activities and, or sonH
students major in economics, history, or recommendations, will get in
English," Robbins explained.
Robbins noted that, unlike Med schools
"Why so few students are accepted is not there are some law schools which are eaw
really known," Hendel said, "I wish I knew. to get into. "But," she said, "these are n0
That's why we started the Board though." good law schools. The good law schools ar
Robbins commented, "Law school has as hard as good med schools. Graduate
become a fad, I don't think that the reason schools are all tough these days. You have to
so few are being accepted is due to Trinity. be a good student to get into graduate
It's that competition is getting tougher due iSCnool,
to the increase in applicants. The problem is
The career counselor concluded, "I think
the same everywhere."
the students are much more realistic this
To get into law school, one must have high year. I think because of this, there will be
grades and high boards she said. Extra- fewer applicants."

Financial Aid

Funds Are Constant While Classes Increase
Robbin Wassersug, director of financial
aid revealed Friday that $730,000 are employed to meet the financial needs of Trinity
students. Nearly a third of the nomey, or
about $200,000, comes from the College's
endowment and donations, another $200,000
from bursary employment, and the rest
from various Federal grants and loans.
Even though most of the financial aid
comes from the Federal Government, the
College sets aside funds for specific interests. For example, the College offers
$10,000 in aid for pre-ministerial studies.
Other special funds include the Illinois
Scholarship Program which gives grants to
10 students from Illinois each year. Nearly
40 students at the College receive aid from
this program. Other students are funded
through outside sources such as Aetna Life
Insurance for students who wish to pursue a
career in insurance. Other companies and
even some fraternities offer aid to students.
Wassersug said freshmen get the least
amount of financial aid, while seniors get
the most. 17 percent of financial aid goes for
freshmen compared with 25 percent for
seniors, she noted.
The director of financial aid explained
that the College has kept its aid constant but
has increased class size. This, she said,
accounts for studnts who enteted four years

By Mark Salonia
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Security •••
Director Wassersug

Photo by Mitch Mamlel

There will be a meeting
of all TRIPOD staff
members to conduct
elections
Sunday at
8:00p.m. in the office.

Review Of Facilities

ago and received larger grants than those
entering today.
Wassersug said that since financial aid is
based on need, the studnet can assume that'
he will receive aid for his remaining years
at Trinity. She added, however, that the
student's aid is reviewed each year, since
"an award can be changed in extraordinary
circumstances," such as death or a
significant increase or decrease in family
income.
Trinity keeps it tuition and other fees
within two hundred dollars of similar
colleges, Wassersug said. The financial aid
office mus make quick decisions on which
students receive aid. Once the Adminssions
Office has made its decisions, the financial
aid office reviews applications for aid, and
determines the amount offered to applicants.
Wassersug said that financial need
determines 90% of the award, but her office
als considers student achivements, interests, and future plans.
To date, Wassersug said the office has
been successful in giving candidates aid in
respect to their need. She emphasized that a
student will never have to leave the college
for financial reasons, With the abundance of
loans and working programs, and studnet
can fulfill all financial needs, she said.

from page one

Garofolo said he has been looking for area of security.
someone to fill the position of an evening
Smith said there is a tension between
supevisor, who would act in emergencies in strong security measures and the normal
Garofolo's absence.
student's desire for freedom and conTice-president Smith said, "Obviously the veniencs
question of security in the urban college gets
He emphasized students
student should not be
to be more and more serious and in some careless
in
l
i guarding
di their
t h i own and ow®^
ways both more difficult and more ex- interests. "If they know of situations wmen
pensive to cope with than it has been in the raise questions of security they ougnt w
past."
immediately get in touch with the security
He said, however, in the past two years, office" or the appropriate administrator oi
considerable progress has been made in the student life, he said.

•Car*
By Lois Kimmelman

I

^

Two hundred and forty pre-school
children are presently attending eight day
care centers in Hartford, all in the North
End. Meanwhile, 73 children are waiting to
get into the centers.
Although all eight centers are experiencing financial difficulties, they are
functioning quite well, according to their
directors.
The women's League of Hartford controls
four of the city's day care centers, while
three others are under the auspices of the
city Social Services Department, and the
last is run by the Department of Community
Affairs.
All centers share certain basic characteristics. First, they serve the needs of
working mothers, usually of lower or middle
income brackets. All determine fees on a
sliding scale, according to the parents'
incomes. They all have goals other than
simply babysitting, aiming at "a comprehensive program of education, health,
nutrition, and social services," according to
a pamphlet prepared by the Women's
League, Inc., of Hartford."
Second, all the centers accept children
from the age of three to five or six, and all
areopenfrom7:00a.m. to5:00p.m. They all
start with breakfast, then hold morning
classes, then lunch, a long nap, snack, and
free play for the rest of the day.
The women's League of Hartford Day
Care Program is the oldesFin the city. The

League was established by a group of black
women in 1917 to provide infant day care
and social activities and residence for
migrant and immigrant women. Since 1947
it has been primarily concerned with day
care.
Presently the League operates four preschool day care centers as well as one
school-age program for children six to 12
years old. The four pre-school day-care
centers are the Main Branch on 1695 Main
Street, South Park on ,75 Main Street,
Central Baptist on 457 Main Street, and
Stowe Village on 128 Hampton Street. The
school-age program takes place daily at the
Main Branch Center.
The other centers in Hartford are Mount
Olive Baptist on 20 Suffield St., and the three
under the Department of Social Services.
These are located on Greenfield, Clark, and
Waverly Streets.
According to the directors of the various
day care centers, each is currently functioning at a capacity and there is a waiting
list at all eight of them. At the League
centers, there is a capacity of 60 at the Main
Branchy 60 at South Park, 80 at Central
Baptist, and 40 at Stowe Village. The waiting
list for all these centers is 35.
At the other centers, the capacities are as
follows: 120 are at the Greenfield Center, 30
at Clark Street, and 30 al Waverly Street.
The waiting list for these three is about 30.
At Central Baptist there is a capacity of 75

and a waiting list of eight.
working mother. Then he/she must get
The directors report that the staffing is physical examination, andif the child « not
adequate at the various centers; teacher-, severely handicapped in any way, he/sne
child ratio is about one to seven. This ratio, admitted to the center.
/ rs
however, varies with the number of children!
Themajorgoalsofthesedaycarecenter
that attend each day. As many as 15 to 20
children are absent in a given day, ac- are, as Hickman put it, are to provm
cording to director Jane Taylor of Mt. Olive education, recreation, and health care iu
the children, and ti give their mothers
«
Baptist.
to receive training in,.a.w""f<Lr
Besides teachers, there are aides at the opportunity
According to Taylor, it is better
centers to assist the teachers. Some effort is occupation.
a child to go to a day-care center than
made to involve the parents as aides, as at, for
Mt. Olive Baptist, where there are three" "stagnate in front of the TV" all day.
parent-aides. The aides are paid by the
Department of Community Affairs, which is
LIST OF HARTFORD
responsible for funding Mt. Olive.
DAY-CARE CENTERS
There are also student volunteers, most of
_ (fi,,P
whom are from high schools in Hartford. At Women's League:
Mt. Olive these volunteers are paid by an
1. Main branch - Ms. Sterling, Executive
after-school program. All directors ex- director 524-5969, 1695 Main St.
.
pressed the desire to have more volunteers;
2. South Park - Ms. Croutch, 525-2060,
howevery as Cathleen Marra of the
T „•,:„,
Greenfield Center said, "sometimes they Main St.
3. Central Baptist Church - Ms, Jenkins
are more trouble than they are worth."
The other members of the staff of the 524-5969, 457 Main St.
typical center include a cook, a social 4. Stowe Village, 128 Hampton bt.
worker, and a visiting doctor or nurse.
City Day-Care Centers
,
As described by Sandra Hickman, the 1. Mt. Olive Baptist - Ms. W P ,
social worker at Central Baptist, the director 566-6106, Dept. of Community
standard procedure for entering the day
^
care center is not difficult but is limited by fairs, 20 Suffield St.
the state requirements. First, the child's 2. Dept. of Social Services Day
eligibility is determined; his/her age has to Centers - Ms. Marra, director 566-eiwa) Greenfield St.
be from three to five, and has to have a
b) Clark St.
c) Waverly St.
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Blood
and
Wine

The Vampires hit campus again yesterday, as the Red
Cross conducted its semi-annual blood drive. Nearly 250
pints were collected, nearly matching the College's alltime record of 286 pints, set last spring.
Clockwise, from left, sociology instructor Edward
Goldfrank holds his ear after a Red Cross volunteer
pricked it to test the hemoglobin content of his blood.'
Below, sophomore Kate Roby waits while her blood drips
into the special plastic container. Beside her, an
unidentified student is told he can sit up now - "But not
too fast" - by a Red Cross nurse. Assisting at the blood drive were 25 Trinity students,
oganized and coordinated by Peter Basch, '73. Basch
said he was very pleased by the turn-out, both of donors
and volunteers.
In the upper right junior Jim Finkelstein boozes it up at
a wine-tasting party sponsored by the Mather Hall Board
of Governors last night in Hamlin Hall. The party was
sponsored by the California Wine Growers' Association,
and over one hundred students attended the two sessions.
They tasted five types of white wine, ranging from
inexpensive domestic brands to the more expensive
European brands. According to MHBOG president
Norman Luxembourg, 75, more such parties will be
planned. He explained that the cost of the parties is
assumed by the wine growers who are interested in
testing student opinion of inexpensive brands.
Photos by Susannah Heschel

Individualized Degree To Begin In January
An alternate approach to the bachelor's
degree, the Individualized Degree Program,
will begin operation in January, 1973. The
admissions process for freshman will begin
in two weeks, and, Robert Oxnam, director
of the IDP, said Trinity hopes to provide an
upper level IDP curriculum within a year or
two.
According to a College pamphlet
describing the program, the underlying
philosophy of the IDP program is that
education is a life-long process. The pamphlet states the IDP encourages the
development of the students' own skills and
interests. It can accommodate people in
unique circumstances and with unique
capabilities, the pamphlet asserts.
The IDP student does not engage in a lot of
classroom work. He relies on Study Units,
designed by himself or a faculty member, to
complete the non-major phase of his work.
The pamphlet on the IDP explains a Study
Unit is equivalent to one-third to one-half of a
regular course. The student or faculty
member sets objectives, a bibliography,
instructions, and a means for evaluating the
work.
Over 40 Units have already been designed
by faculty members, the pamphlet says.
After the completion of 24 Study Units, the
non-major phase consists of projects.
The major phase consists of programs
which stress independent study, leading to
comprehensive examinations and/or

projects.
The IDP set up by the faculty last spring
calls for an integrative project which relates
the major field to other areas of knowledge.
Oxnam stated, "The IDP Committee is now
considering dropping this requirement. The
action must be approved by the faculty."
The IDP may be completed over a three to
ten year period, depending on the interests,
the energy, and the occupational or family
responsibilities of the student. Payment of
tuition may be spaced over the same length
of time.
Oxnam emphasized, "This is a program
for the student who has the maturity and
self-motivation to work on his own* It is not
for all students at Trinity."
Oxnam commented, "During the first
year of operation, the program will mean
additional work for some faculty members.
It will be closely monitored. If an overload is
detected, adjustments will be made in the
form of additional part-time help."
He added, "The IDP is not intended to
isolate the student. Faculty, classes, the
library, and all other facilities are open to
him'."
The program is open to both resident
undergraduates and older non-resident
students from the area. "The non-resident
student must go through the regular admission process," Oxnam said. "He is then
screened by the Faculty Admissions Subcommittee of the IDP Committee,"

Freshman Seminars

Exploring Health Cave
Robert Oxnam, director of E)P

TCC Meeting
At its meeting Wednesday, the Trinity
College Council asked President Lockwood
to create a committee to develop "a long
range environmental plan for the College."
J. Ronald Spencer, dean of community
life, made the motion which empowers the
committee to ask about "the purchasing,
use, and disposal of material used by all
departments in the various facilities of the
College."
The motion, which passed unanimously,
also recommended to the President that the
committee be allowed to call • on "consultants among the administration, faculty
and student body as needed."
The committee should consist of "interested members of all college constituencies," the motion read.
• The Report of the TCC's Ad Hoc Committee on Public Act 127, (the 18 year old
majority law) was distributed at the,
meeting. The report recommended the
college deal directly with students in
matters concerning notices of grades, bills,

and all other communications unless he or
she should stipulate otherwise.
The. committee also urged, however,
financial aid continue to be given on the
basis of family, not individual, need. These
measures were given tentative approval by
the Council, to be taken up for further
consideration at a future date.
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Many Trinity students come to the College
with the vague desire to become doctors or
do other work in health care. This year,
students in the freshman seminar, Medicine
and. Technology, are getting first-hand
experience in health care professions
through visits to the Hartford Hospital, The
Institute for Living, and in-depth
discussions on health care. The seminar is
led by Joseph Bronzino, associate professor
of engineering.
The seminar, according to Bronzino, is
designed for pre-meds and pre-engineers.
The majority of the fourteen-member class
are pre-med students.
The seminar visited Hartford Hospital
twice, and discussed the general functions of
the hospital with officials there.
Another discussion at the hospital centered on the role of "physicians assistants,"
or paramedical personnel.
The last discussion focused on the types of
medical research opportunities that are
available to students.
One student in the seminar explained that
the purpose of the tour was to acquaint
students with aspects of professional work
in health care. He explained that many
students would be better off trying to
become "physicians assistants," rather
than doctors.
The class was also exposed to another

aspect of health care which differed from
the medical hospital: The mental institution. The seminar visited the Institute
of Living, which is a mental institution in the
center of Hartford.
' The tour of the Institute of Living began
with an introduction of how the Institute
works. The Institute is virtually a small
town within a city, even offering a school for '
its patients. The Institute relies on
mechanization. Doctors give information
about patients to two computers located on
it's grounds, which then analyze what is
wrong with the patients.
The texts for the seminar concerned
hospitals, medical care and the good and
bad points of the existing system. Also, the
direction of medicine in the future was
discussed in great detail. The texts included
Crichton's Five Patients, Rosenfeld's
Second Genesis and excerpts from Kennedy's In Critical Condition.
As one student stated "The seminar helps
to prevent people from wasting time
preparing for something that they find they
really do not want, simply because they
weren't exposed." Another student added,
"All of the perils are thrown out at you at the
beginning of your careers instead of at the
end. The filtering process has started right
from the beginning in the freshman
seminar."
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Tripod Interview

Student
Describes
Vietnam
Travels
Editor's Note: Elizabeth Garofolo spent a little over
two months in Vietnam in 1970 and earned the distinction of being the second youngest journalist there at the
time. She is a junior at trinity now and lives with her
husband, Alfred Garofolo. In this interview she explains how she came to visit Vietnam and some of the
observations that made her decide that there is really
nothing definite to be said about the war in Vietnam.
TRIPOD: To begin with, how did you decide to go to
Vietnam and how did you obtain the necessary papers
and visas to travel there?
GAROFOLO: In October '69 there were several
demonstrations in the United States against war in
Vietnam, and I.realized that most of the protestors
didn't really know what was happening in Vietnam. I
had a friend, a helicopter flight engineer, who would
write me letters which, for some reason, were not
censored. He would tell me about some incident like a
helicopter crash, and it would turn up in the
newspapers about two weeks later and be a lot different than his grammatically inaccurate, but
nevertheless first hand account. He was a political
motorcycle freak, but it was from his illegible, down to
• earth accounts of the war, I got the first inkling that
what we were reading in the papers was not the truth.
I decided that if you are going to protest something,
you shouldn't do it for the sake of protesting, but should
have strong convictions about what you are protesting,
and an internal understanding of the conflict which
must be drawn from first hand information.
As for what you need to get there, at the time I went
there was a lull in the combat, and I managed to
convince my headmaster and parents to let me go for a
senior project providing I planned it out myself and
submitted a detailed itinerary before I left. I started to
write letters in December and got some answers a few
weeks later, General James M. Gavins response was
one of the more encouraging ones. He said that the
project was "difficult of realization," that the trip was
costly and travel in Vietnam impossible without U.S.
government assistance.
I was getting pretty discouraged, because of all the
negative replies, until I heard from H. L. Stevenson
iirom United Press International, who told me that it
was a worthwhile project and that he would try
everything he could to help me. Stevenson told me
during a phone conversation that there was a branch of
the Saigon Embassy in New York City which I should
consult because of the lack of response from the Saigon
headquarters in Washington. I had some difficulty in
locating it, but when I finally found the small office in
the Alcoa Building, I had a warm discussion with an
official there. He was more than willing to give me a
visa on the spot. I had to wait a while because I did not
have a passport, but once I got it the visa was issued
almost immediately. The day my visa arrived in the
mail, the U, S. restriction on traveling to and in Vietnam was lifted. I arranged for places to stay in Saigon
and got the necessary innoculations and at the last
minute, I decided to act on my suspicion that my travel
in Vietnam would be greatly facilitated by journalistic
accreditation.
I was told that if I could get letters of accreditation
from three different news agencies, I would be issued a

.. i
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press pass. In the last week I got my letters, and when I
arrived in Saigon the GVN gave me a press card;
Macoi (Military Assistance Command Office of Information) issued three cards: a press pass and a
MACV identification-privilege card which allowed me
to eat in mess halls and use the military transportation, and finally a non-combatant certificate of
identity in duplicate. It explains what you are doingthere and gives your assimilated rank (major in this
case). The card, which also includes your blood type
and thumbprint, is to give to the enemy when you are
captured so that they will know how to treat you, according to your rank, and have something to send to the
Redcross to indicate that you are being held prisoner.
I was in Vietnam from March 16 to May 9 in 1970, and
spent about half that time in Saigon because I was later
discredited for being a minor, and the rest traveling
around the country. I traveled from the Delta to the
DMZ, from Vang Tao to the Cambodian border. I
managed to get to areas in and around Can Tho,
Danang, Quang Tri and Hue as well as Saigon. When I
wasn't staying with Le Eckles, head of the Buddhist
Relief Center, I slept at Press Camps. Some of the
more unusual places I stayed were Swiss Red Cross
Headquarters in Ha Tien, the nurses barracks in
Quang Tri, and at the house of a daughter of a GVN
senator, I traveled in jeeps, boats, Hondas, C-130's, C49's, C-123's (transport planes), Otters and every kind
of Chopper imaginable.
TRIPOD: Can you tell me about the attitude of the
Vietnamese people toward the United States?
GAROFOLO: It is impossible to make
generalizations about anything that occurs in Vietnam.
You simply can't draw immediate conclusions because
there are always factors involved which you are
unaware of or which your reactions or emotions make
you forget. One Of my main complaints about journalistic efforts which return from VN is that too often
the correspondents are pressed by necessity of getting
off a story due to pressure from home offices, and fail
to dig deep enough for all the factors involved. Yes,
they obtain the essential facts, I am not denying them
integrity as reporters, but they have no real grasp of
the conditions which are so important.
TRIPOD: Can you give any examples to show us
what you mean?
GAROFOLO: A prime example is the old story about
the free fire zones. Part of the Pacification program is
to turn "v" or communist held areas into free fire
zones. The people are taken off their land and put into
relocation centers. The crews of choppers are then
instructed to fire at anything that moves in the
designated area. Only too often, the peasants will
return to farm their land and get killed. Why do they
return? The American answer is that they value their

land above all else, that they return in order to pay
their respect to their dead ancestors whose mound like
tombs dot the land.
TRIPOD: You say this is what the Americans use as
an explanation, Is there a strong tie to the land than
most Americans realize?
GARAFOLO: The Vietnamese are trustees of the
land. They cultivate it and preserve it for their sons,
who will in turn become trustees for their sons. Thisis
what their ancestors have done for centuries. Ancestor
worship is an integral part of their Confucian beliefs,
Driving a Vietnamese off his land is the same thing as
stripping him of his social identity. Worship of ancestors provides a certain sense of immortality to the
Vietnamese. I have heard Americans say a person is :
never dead until those who loved him stop thinking
about him. It is almost the same thing,
In addition you must look at the "relocation camps".
The first one I ever saw, more altruistically called a
refugee camp, was at the end of the road I lived on in
Saigon, If only people who make one week fact finding
trips to Saigon got out of the center of the city, away
from the western comforts of "to do" street and saw
this place, their reports might be quite different.
TRIPOD: You said that the American helicopter
crews still shoot these peasants farming in the Free
fire zone. Don't they realize they are not communist
soldiers?
.,
GAROFOLO: The helicopter crews cannot help but
rationalize that no communist soldier in his right mina
would do anything like exposing himself in a free nre
zone. It invites certain death. This raises some
questions abou the American Military. What kind oi
attitudes does it instill in the men in basic training.
What effect on the troups does the living conditions in
South Vietnam have? Looking at some of hese
questions would help you understand why tnese
peasants are being abused. The soldiers are usuauy
isolated from the real Vietnamese people. Theyr see
trie
"mama sans" who clean and do their wash, P ° st ™T
and the rest of the pandering class who make im
living offering dope and black market currency w
exchange rates to Americans. The men out in ^
boonies or the isolated bases see the enemy, tma •
buddies getting killed, and hostile villagers. Why
ai»
the villagers hostile? Take a good look at the fe' oca ""'
camps and the civilian casualties in the hospitals, w
is there Vietnamization of Pacification in tne w
place? Examine the attitudes which are the forerunnrc
of this program.
. tQT,rPS
I have had almost three years to think over « J S ^
like these trying to obtain some sort of understanw &•
Even today I don't feel qualified to m
generalizations, because I always feel tnar u«»
something crucial which I have overlooked.

I decided that.if you are going to protest something,
, you shouldn't do it for the sake of protesting,
hut should have an internal understanding of the
conflict which must be drawn from first
! " •
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hand information.
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Candidate arrives at Cinestudio Wednesday, starring
Robert Redford as the golden boy of the political set. He seems to
be pointing the way to something.
The uncontested and beloved T r a m p — M r . Charles
Chaplin—momentarily triumphant in City Lights with his blind
love. The film is currently being shown at Cinestudio. See review
page 11.
,, t

"Trinity Chapel" by Bob Starkey. One of the many graphics to be
displayed in the lobby of the Austin Arts Center this weekend. All
of the prints are for sale.

Photo by Mitch Mandel

Left

Waitresses get XTX fraternity house ready for its re-opening
as NIGHTOWL, a Trinity Coffee House. When the entertainment
spot opened Saturday night, many students attended to savor the
free beer.

Westk

Nineteenth Century College Traditions
By Glenn Weaver
From the 1850's, date some of the
College's most interesting traditions.
Washington's Birthday was added to the
college calendar sometime in the mid-'50's,
and after 1859 it became an official college
holiday. In the evening there was always a
"grand illumination" of the college
buildings and a program in the Cabinet
consisting of music, a poem, and an oration.
Class Day began at about this same time,
probably in 1858. The institution of Class
' Day was obviously modeled on that of
Harvard and was probably introduced to
Trinity by Professor Eliot. The program
consisted of the conventional orations, class
chronicles and prophecies, and planting the
ivy along the college walls. The ceremony
was held on the campus in front of the
Chapel at 3:00 p.m. and was followed by a
dance in the evening, All of this was more or
less common to all Class Days, whether at
Cambridge, New Haven, or Hartford, but in
the local Trinity variation were to be found
unique features.
.
"Professor Jim," by the time of Trinity's
first Class Day, was an ancient retainer who
had performed his services faithfully and,
by his own standards, well. The Seniors
took the Class Day occasion to present the
aged janitor with a purse and, until the time

of his death in 1878, the gift to "Professor
Jim" was a high spot of the program. The
"Professor's" response placed him at the
top of Trinity orators, and his farewell to the
graduating class was flowery indeed!
"Gentlemen," he would say, "you have
been kind to me, an' our communion has
been sweet together ... But we've got to take
our departur! What will become of you? the
Lord knows. Some may go to the sandy
shores of Arabia, some of you to the tropical
wilds of Africa — its your own fault if you
ain't fitted to travel to any part o' the state!
The Lord bless you — you knows I always
felt a warm interest in your soul's welfare
an' worked for your salvation ... How you
got along nicely till you run against cronies.
Cronies was hard. But Cronies is gone and
Eucly is gone. It's your own fault if your
mind ain't furnished with a good education
to go anywhere."
Following the "Professor's" benediction
upon the Senior Class, the aged servitor lit
the clay pipes of the class, now gathered in a
circle. While the members smoked,
"Professor Jim" prepared the punch. The
"Professor" was noted for the excellence of
his punch, and the lemon squeezer which he
used soon became a Class Day symbol. In
1857, the Seniors voted to award an over-

sized replica of "Professor Jim's" lemon
squeezer to that undergraduate class
".whose aggregate excellence in scholarship, moral character and the qualities
requisite to popularity was the highest,"
with the understanding that the recipient
class should pass it on to the class of its own
choosing.
.
The choice of the Class of 1857 was that of
1859, and the lemon squeezer was presented
to the rising Juniors with appropriate
ceremony at the Class Day of 1857. The
Class of '59 inscribed their class motto and
class ribbon, and each successive recipient
was to do the same. In the course of time,
there were also added three dried lemons.
To insure the safety of the trophy, the Class
of '59 hid the lemon squeezer in a secret
place until it was presented by that Class to
the Class of 1861.
As the Class of '61 passed the squeezer on
to the class of 1863, there was some feeling
among the undergraduates that the odd-,
numbered classes were favored. The Class
of 1864 felt that it was the equal (in
scholarship, character, and popularity) of
that of '63 and '65 and, when the selection of
the Class of '65 was announced, the Class of
'64 resolved to take matters in their own
hands. The measures taken by the Class of

1864 marked the beginning of one of the
College's most lively traditions — as we
shall see in our next chapter.
But Class Day and the Lemon Squeezer
presentation were but two manifestations of
a rising consciousness of membership in a
particular college class. Regular class
meetings probably date from the early
1840's, but it was the Class of 1851 which
placed class organization on a regular
footing at Trinity. The Class of 1842 had
voted, at graduation time, to hold a tenth
reunion on the day before Commencement,
1852. On the same day as the meeting of the
College Corporation and Phi Beta Kappa,
the Class of '42 gathered as scheduled. W. H.
Corning read a paper, prayers were said,
and letters were read from those unable to
attend. Before adjournment, the Class of '42
voted to meet again in 1857, and the
Reverend Charles R. Fisher was elected to
receive any communication which might be
made to the Class in the interim. The
members were requested to communicate
with Fisher on "all matters of interest
connected with the class."
Copyright, Trustees of Trinity College.
Reprinted with permission.
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Book Review:

Sartre And Camus
By Mary Salter

GALLER Y Photograph by Margie Johnson

Albert Camus and Jean-Paul Sartre were
two men who came from different horizons
yet shared, beyond all that separated them, a
common citizenship. In post-liberation
France Camus and Sartre emerged as the
intellectual leaders of new France. They
were devoted in their own ways, to the
practice of political commitment as Sartre
describes it: "One of the functions of the
artist and the intellectual in a given society
is a critical function ... a culture is designed
to manifest the freedom of a man who
concurrently expresses, questions, contests,
and stimulates
the society in which he
lives.'1 As artists and intellectuals Camus
and Sartre were both successful by Sartre's
definition, since the failure of the committed
is connected with their failure to detect and
predict the patterns of an emerging
technological society with all its computerized and abstract modes of.operation.
According to Germaine Brie in her book
Camus and Satrc: Crisis and Committment,
both men were both deeply concerned about
the social significance of their activity, it
was their separate mode of expression and
focus of interest which distinguish their
positions.
It is Germaine Brie's thesis that Sartre's
commitment is to the abstraction of
Mankind and resultant from cold logical
analysis. Camus, on the other hand is a man
of passion "whose commitment is to the
individual and concrete to every man." In
an attempt to further her thesis, Germaine
Brie indulges in a Freudian analysis of their

childhoods. Her conclusions are obvious and
for that reason somewhat suspicious. Sartre
is the product of an excessively bourgeois
family situation. His powerful grandfather
was a consistent influence concurrent with
this severe and classical nature of his
education. Sartre's tendency towards abstraction is directly related to the per- ;
spective granted him by his economic and
social situation. Camus' life, at least as Ms '
Brie would present it, is typical of that of the
struggling artist. He was reared in poverty •
by a mother who had been overwhelmed and
defeated by her personal experience of the
social situation. Camus therefore is sensitive to personal pain and personal
dilemna.
Perhaps my synthesis of Ms. Brie's ideas
is not altogether justified. Her conclusions
are not as rampantly symplistic as I have
inferred. The book is, in fact, quite scholarly *.
— particularly the concluding sections
which deal with the commitment of Camus
and Sartre as defined by their literary
works. In these terms her thesis is more
believable although I am still suspicious !
that the distinction she makes between the
work of Sartre and Camus can be understood as the difference between the ;
polemic of the philosopher and creative
writing of an artist. If one is to designate :
Sartre's 'work to the realm of philosophy :
then it must be clearly understood that I
Sartre is a truly creative philosopher with a ;
flair for writing!

A Conversation With Sculptor John Matt
Editor's Note: On Tuesday, November 28,
John Matt was interviewed about his work
•on display in the Austin Arts Center and
about his ideas. Those present were Patrick
Curley, Tip Dunham, Holly Hotchner, and
John Wilcox. The following conversation
was edited by Patrick Curley.
PC — In Sandship I, the intricate and apparently time consuming craftsmanship
seems to conflict with the spontaneity
that is associated with fantasy. How do
you reconcile these two elements in your
work?
JM — I look at my sculpture as a way of
thinking. I did many drawings to work
that piece into what is is now. It's the
fantasy of how everything goes together
and what it implies to my imagination as
I construct it that's important. It grew,
but I did have a whole, definite idea of
what I was aiming for. I sustained the
fantasy or spontaneity for myself as it
grew.
TD — How did you make the jump from your
earlier work dealing with geometric
forms and smooth planes to your present,
technically oriented work?
JM — I was fed up with what I was doing in
the sense that I felt that if I continued
working in the way I had been thinking, I
would not find the stimulation: I would be
repeating myself. Repetition can be
monotonous and deadening to me. I feel
that the whole idea of growth is a normal
thing. I felt I had gotten into something I
could get my teeth into when I did those
earlier pieces, and that I had stayed with
it until my interest had begun to dwindle.

Poet's Corner
BABYLONIAN TWO STEP
By John Howard

Vs!:

Oh, America,
of cantelevered godhead
spuming oneness,
(preserving staked jesus
fused in aspic),
of searing syncopation
and yawning germination,
of furrowed brows
and nigger-dark skies,
of neon boogie-woogies
and dissonant fugues,
of black-eyed forested green
and serated symmetrical stream,
of snearing clarity
and billboarded virgins,
of matrixed pyramids
and ironic milk-maids,
of compassioned indifference
and celibate fertility,
of factoried anesthesia
and atonal eyes,
of Babylon attained

and promises lost.

experience, as well as a fantasy work, I
I don't feel the jump as being something
me, it becomes the springboard for the
had to know how everything went
. completely different for me. What one
piece.
together so that it could come off in the
does see in my previous work is the
As for technology, I've always been inway that I had intended. Also, storecontinuity of looking from one side to the
terested in tools and equipment, how to do
bought ite"ms are much more readily
other and seeing how the elements come
things and how to put things together,
identifiable as every day objects, which is
together and how the point of view
such as automobiles and spaceships. I
what I didn't want at all. It's not a
changes the visual experience. This type
think most people who are aware of the
question of what it looks like, but of what
of idea is still at work in the pieces on
time we live in are interested in these
exactly I want. Everything that is there is
display now.
things. I began to realize in my earlier
,
PC — Some of your earlier work was
work that I was limiting myself by using PCintended.
—
What
sort
of
responsibility
do
you
designed specifically for public areas,
the materials that I had been working
think should rest with the viewer? Should
where human scale would relate directly
with. I realized that it's not the type of
the viewer be made to think and discern
to the sculptural scale. What role does
material that one uses in a sculpture, but,
what
the artist intended, or is it the ro eot
scale play in your present work?
rather, what one does with that material.
the artist to present his intentions so tnai
JM — My previous pieces were considered
To a certain extent what counts is the
there is no possible ambiguity'!
,
actually in an environment and dealt with
total thing when it is finished and what
JM
As
far
as
I'm
concerned,
whatever-^
more of an architectural application in
comes across as a total.
viewer brings to the art is what ne is
the sense that I was scaling them to TD — Does the fantasy and imagery of
buildings and the spaces buildings
surrealists such as Dali represent any
created. Sandship was conceived as more
sort of source for you?
of a thing in itself; an object. Although JM — No; other than purely subconscious
one does relate to it as a human being, it
associations. I don't rely on anything but
has not been designed for a specific area,
my own imagination. I don't feel conand can be transported without changing
nected
to any one particular type of
its nature.
ideology. In what I'm doing now I can't
HH — Don't you think the high degree of
say that anyone has influenced me.
finish and polish of Sandship and Gypsy
Anyone interested in getting into the field
Rig keeps one from touching them or
of visual arts should have a wide range of
becoming involved with them?
knowledge of other artists, however,
JM — I don't think they're so finished and
because they can go anywhere with this
polished that one can't touch or handle
knowledge and they won't get blocked
them. The bumper of a car is shiny
into one way of thinking or working.
chrome, and a doorknob is polished, yet PC — What elements elevate your work
they are ordinary objects that can cerfrom being merely an industrial aptainly be handled, as art can. I can't look
paratus
that happens to be in a gallery, to
at Sandship and Gypsy Rig as being
a
work
of
art?
precious, as a jewel. I use those materials
for aesthetic reasons and for durability. JM — I think the implication of that question
is, how does one transcend the everyday
TD — What associations do you feel with
into something that makes an expression
science fiction and technology?
or states a way of thinking that takes a
JM ~ I did read Ray Bradbury's The
viewer past the point of recognizing a
Martian Chronicles and was very ingoing „„ D__ ___
common object; or does the sculpture go
terested in his creative imatination and
knowledgeable about certain ways l
beyond just a way of putting things
his ability to build visual images in the
working and thinking, he is going to g«
together that happens to be sitting in a
mind of the reader. I didn't think of the
more out of it than if he were unimtiateu
gallery. The answer lies in deciding what
work 'Sandship' until after I had finished
in the visual arts. The type of response
makes the work worth doing. It's not
the sculpture. I felt it needed a name or a
I've received on Sandship and Gypsy ™
enough for a work of art to be significant
way of identifying it, and I didn't want a
by those who were not initiated and wnu
to
the
artist.
By
consideration
of
every
name that was descriptive of
really don't make a point of going to see,
aspect
of
the
work
of
art
and
by
craftrecognizable things. Although both 'sand'
read and study in the arts
has »ee
smanship, the artist can make the viewer
m oVl
and 'ship' are both familiar, I don't think
favorable.
What
is
most
V
f,"'
realize his own intentions and the inone can quite visualize a 'sandship'. It is
however, is how I feel about the worinv
tentions
of
his
art.
purely a fantasy name. There is a
done and how my work effects tn»
description of a sandship in The Martian HH — Is that why you handcrafted all the
people I consider knowledgeable aoo"
parts?
Chronicles, that was used by the marmy work and ideas.
: _,
tians to travel through the desert areas of JM—No. If I could have bought a particular
item, I would have done so. I'm not hung
Mars. But it is not related structurally to
WANTED
•__ •• .
up by the fact that one has to build
my work except in the fantasy of the
57 architects to design schools, hospiTa
everything
one's
self.
However,
if
you
name.
low cost housing, public works P r 0 | e " t h
have something crafted for you by
In Gypsy Rig, I wanted to imply
A
s i a , A f r i c a , Micronesia and
someone else, you are limiting yourself to
something slightly nautical with the use
America.
_monts
only
one
possibility
by
not
being
able
to
of wood. It wasn't a question of trying to
65 city planners to assist local governmen
see
other
alternatives
during
the
work wood and steel together in one
in fourteen countries.
.^mSl
manufacture of the item. The experience
piece. The piece itself was conceived
69 civil engineers to construct dan
of
doing
it
yourself
makes
you
open
to
from drawing sand a lot of thinking about
bridges,
'
,,ctpms^c'
other possibilities. I'm not thinking of
the fantasy or imagination of form that
roads, waterworks, irrigations system .
mechanical
or
technological
excitement
I'm interested in. It is very much an
Also industrial, mechanical, electrica";
or the love of laminating. It's simply what
intuitive thing, not something that I can
chemical engineers needed.
• ap.
you
as
an
artist
can
get
out
of
it
that
can
write down. If I could write it down, I
The Peace Corps. Information an°
help you grow. I designed every piece in
would be a writer and not a sculptor. I
plications at
crv&fWSandship, and I felt it was necessary
rely on what happens when I see things
the Placement Office. Or call Jim fc^
because to me it becomes a total visual
and when I see something that excites
264
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Sloth:

"One HeU Of A Dance Band"

By Andy Merz

Sloth's third appearance on campus this
year was without a doubt, their finest effort.
The groups first two gigs at Trinity were
both enjoyable, but neither one distilled as
much excitement into the crowd as was
evidenced Friday night. The main reason
being the presence of the vibrant piano and
sax combinations which unexpectedly
blended quite smoothly.
Even without these added instruments,
Sloth is still one hell of a dance band. They
play the music that people can not only
romp and stomp their feet to, but also relate
with. The philosophy of the group is to give
the crowd a good time, even if it means
sacrificing some original material or other
gimics which they might want to try.
Therein lies the fact why Sloth comes across
in a dance atmosphere, while many other
groups fail. Too many college bands are just
out for themselves; and the image that they
try to impose on the listeners is sort of a
"concentrated ego trip". They want to
expose their own material and utilize quaint
gestures in hope of projecting themselves as
"not only hard, but authentic." This approach is fine in the nightclub atmosphere,
but on the college dance floor it just doesn't
come across. This may also be the ironic
reason why Sloth has had trouble relating in
the club circuit.
The group has been together for three and
one-half years, with the four original
members still remaining; they being Sam
Graham on lead guitar and vocals, Bob
Baldwin on second guitar, Pierce Gardner
handling the bass guitar, and the main focal
point of the group, drummer and singer
Jamie Evans. To say that they have
progressed a great deal would be an understatement. After a disastrous freshman
year, the band rebounded in their
sophomore season, finally "getting it all

Graphics
Exhibition

together" as a unit and producing the type of
music which the Hartford community has
become familiar with.
Last year Sloth continued on its uphill
path to "modest glory" by playing the
college circuit in a style which was well
received. Despite suffering a "slight" letdown over the summer, the group was more
than ready for the upcoming year. - And if
their performance Friday was at all an
indication of the future, Sloth has a lot to
look forward to.
Since the four members of Sloth are all
seniors, the future of the group is of prime
importance in their eyes. They would like to
stay together for at least a year after

graduation, and try to establish themselves
on the club circuit. If successful, then the
band would like nothing more than to get
some type of following which would eventually lead into the possibility of putting out
an album.- Only time will tell.
No matter how Sloth does in the future, the
Trinity campus still has another half-year to
rock to their music; and the music of Sloth
was so tight Friday, that even their idols, £
The Allman Brothers, would have been %
proud of them. So the next time Sloth hits the S
Washington Room, don't think twice about 6
hearing them, cause these guys will s
definitely make you "get up off your ass and $>
move."

Photo by Sean O M.illrv
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Hartford Ballet Co.

The Nutcracker: Always A Delight

By Jill
Silverman
Till fittira*.,**
_
n

The Hartford Ballet Company's annual
performance
of The Nutcracker is one of the
By Jamie Evans
points of Hartford's pre-Christmas
Editor's Note: The introductory and ad- high
Last Saturday's matinee was one of
vanced graphics classes are having the first season.
the
most
delightful afternoons I have spenl
true exhibition of their works this weekend. in a long
time. The Company, under
The importance of this event is that it is a directors Enid
Lynn, Joyce Karpiej and
student art show, and although interested artistic
co-ordinator Michel Uthoff, gave an
viewers may purchase the works, this is of outstanding
performance.
secondary importance. Opportunities to see
For those unfamiliar with the plot, the
student graphics have been rare. In
previous years this December event has ballet opens on Christmas Eve in the Von
concentrated only on the selling aspect. Stahlbaum living room where the entire
Three years ago students randomly placed family is gathered for a Christmas party. In
prints on tables in Boardman Hall. Two 19th century Germany gifts are opened on
years ago the sale was held in the graphics Christmas Eve. The magical Dr.
room and attracted little attention. Last Drosselmeyer, godfather to Clara and Fritz
year there wasn't a sale. All of the works Von Stahlbaum, comes to the party bringing
will be matted and hung in the lobby of the Christmas surprises. Clara receives a
Arts Center, and will remain hanging for the painted Nutcracker. In a jealous rage her
three days. Interested purchasers will have brother breaks it. After the guests leave
to contact the individual artists about prints. Clara creeps downstairs and falls asleep
The graphics department has finally with the Nutcracker in her arms.
In her dreams the toy soldiers grow to life
organized the event well, which can only
serve as a positive step to creating more and size and battle with the mice. The wicked
Mouse King is slain, and the Nutcracker
new interest in graphics at Trinity.
Soldier is transformed into a handsome
Prince. Awakened Clara finds herself in a
To most people, graphics is the wrapper world of white snowflakes, the Land of
on a Willie Wonka Super Scrunch Bar, Or Snow. Through the land ruled by the Snow
the Esso tiger grinning at you from a high- King and Queen, the Nutcracker Prince and
way billboard. If Madison Avenue is the only Clara sail on to another kingdom.
style of graphics you ever see, throw away
your detergent and cereal boxes and visit
the Austin Arts Center this week. The in- Music:
troductory and advanced graphics classes
are presenting a print sale and exhibition on
December 7, 8, and 9. Here is a chance to
take down some of those old psychedelic
posters and replace them with original
The Trinity College Concert Choir will
etchings, woodcuts, and silkscreens.
present the first American performance of
Under the direction of Mr. Robert Cole, an unusual 17-century French Christmas
Trinity is one of the few places in the cantata by Marc-Antoine Charpentier (1634country where the color roller-viscosity 1704) at the annual Lessons and Carols
process developed by Stanley Hader is being Service to be held in the Trinity Chapel on
used. Along with this interesting new Sunday, December 10,1972 at 5:00 and 7:30
-technique, Trinity students have been p.m.
working with the traditional mediums of
In his search for little known Christmas
woodcut, etching, and screen print.
musical works, Mr. Jonathan Reilly,
Prints will be shown in the lobby of the College Organist and Choirmaster,
Austin Arts Center Thursday from 10 a.m. to requested Prof. Clarence Barber to locate a
9 p.m., Friday from 10 a.m. to 8;15 p.m., and significant French baroque cantata suitable
Saturday from 1 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 8:15 p.m. for performance at this service. After
Don't miss a chance to see these quality perusing a number of works considered for
graphic works. You can even buy them if study in Dr. Barber's Hartt College course
you like.
on French music of the 17th and 18th centuries, both professors agreed that the
SUMMER IN VERMONT? Think Middlebury
"Dialogue Between the Angels and the
College. Adavancedstuy in French. German,
Shepherds" from Vol. 28 of the complete
Italian, Russian, Spanish. Beginning and adworks of Charpentier was a composition of
vanced study in Chinese, Japanese. Begin work
exceptional attractiveness. The score and
toward the M.A. as an undergraduate. Write
parts have been transcribed by Dr. Barber
Room 124, Sunderland Language Center,
from a microfilm of the composer's original
Middlebury, tft. 05753.

¥

In the kingdom of Sweets the angel cupcakes herald the arrival of Clara and the
Prince. The Sugar PJum Fairy commands
her subjects to tempt Clara with all the
sweets of a little girl's dreams. The final
temptation is the dance of the Sugar Plum
Fairy and the Nutcracker Prince. All too
soon Christmas Eve is over and the Nutcracker Prince takes Clara home in a grand
balloon.
Paul Russell, courtesy of the Dance
Theatre of Harlem, was the Nutcracker
Prince and Judith Gosnell the Sugar Plum
Fairy - both danced well and executed the
Grand Pas de Deux with grace. Clara, the
role of every little girl's dreams, was convincingly portrayed by Tanya Ryskind. One
.of the strongest performances thoughout,
though, was that of a very talented young
dancer with a great deal of potential, Brian
Adams; he exhibited both grace and versatility in his various roles - Fritz Von
Stahlbaum, then a Chinese dancer and
finally one of the Trepak in the Land of the
Sweets.
The character dancing was well done,
notably: Anita, Karpeij as a rubber kneed
Rag doll; Kevin Aydelotte and Sandra Ray
as the Snow King and Queen; Mary Hepner
as Madame Regniere and Charlotte
Dickerson as Dew Drop. Robin Wagge
played a fierce Mouse King and a spicy
Spanish senorita to Rudy D'Angona's

S-S

crashing castinnettes. Rudy also gets this
years' mysteriously gothic godfather award
- a very fine portait of the evil uncle.
It is impossible to review a production of
the Nutcracker without mentioning the Set
Designer, Michael P. Duffy; the Musical
Director Moshe Paranov, the Costumed
Designers Frank Silvia, Larry King and J.
Herbert Callister - and Backstage Coordinator Ann Bloomfield. Without their
successful cooperation the special effects
would have resulted in chaos.
For those who missed the performance
this season, come next year and watch a
Christmas tree grow before your very eyes;
explosives burst as mice battle it out with
life-sized toy soldiers; adorable angels glide
on thin air; and delicous five year old bon
bons emerge from beneath the skirts of the
ten foot high Madame Regniere. Not to
mention the tiny feet transporting the
fantastical pink bed from the land of Mice
and Soldiers to the Land of the Snow Queen.
Even at the age of 20 one still senses the
tears trickling as the balloon floats away
carrying Clara and her handsome Nutcracker Prince off into the clouds - back
home or straight into one's heart.
The Nutcracker is a wonderful show for
children of all ages, particularly those of us
who for one reason or another have lost our
faith in enchanted toys, the magic of
holidays and make-believe.

Premiere Of Christmas Cantata
autograph score in the French National
Library. An English version of the Latin text
translated by Chaplain Alan C. Tull will be
included in the program.
The music of Marc-Antoine Charpentier
has been rediscovered since World War II
after many years of total neglect.
Musicologists have been quick to realize
that Charpentier was one of the great
figures in French musical history. He was,
in fact, the only significant composer in
17th-century France to cultivate the forms
of the oratorio and cantata which he studied
under Carissimi in Italy. Charpentier's
"Dialogue" exists only in one manuscript in
the composer's handwriting. It was never
published, and no date of composition is
indicated. However, from its position in the
last volume of Charpentier's manuscripts
and in the light of features of the musical
style Dr. Barber conjectures that it comes
from Charpentier's. last creative period
(1698-1704) when the composer was Chapel
Master of the Sainte-Chapelle, Paris.

The "Dialogue", as Mr. Reilly points out,
contains a number of the traditional
Christmas oratorio ingredients which make
a work like Handel's Messiah such a
universal favorite. As in the Messiah there
is a prelude and opening section dealing
with the prophecies of Christ's birth. There
is a pastoral symphony and a scene between
the angel and the shepherds culminating in
a "Glory to God" chorus of angels. For good
measure Charpentier also includes a chorus
of adoration by the shepherds at the manger
and a charming "Chanson des Bergers" in
typical French solo and refrain style.
The premiere will be conducted by Mr.
Reilly. Other Christmas works for the
service will include • both traditional,
baroque, and modern pieces. Performers
will include the chorus of the Trinity Concert
Choir, organ, strings and woodwinds from
Trinity and Hartt College of Music, and
soloists Peggy Holmes, soprano: Eileen
Bristow, alto; Jane Harlan, alto; and Jr i
Finkelstein, bass.
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Tennessee Williams: A Highly Personal View Of Life
By George E. Nichols III
Editor's Note: George Nichols is chairman
of the Theatre Arts Department. Tennessee
Williams received an honorary degree from
the University of Hartford on Sunday, Dec. 3
and then attended the Hartford Stage's 25th
anniversary production of A STREETCAR
NAMED DESIRE,
I think Tennessee Williams, next to
Eugene O'Neill, is unquestionably
America's finest playwright. You may not
• like the stories he tells, and you may reject
some of the characters he creates; but like
him or not, Tennesse Williams has the
commanding authority of a major artist and
I cannot easily turn aside from him.
I remember in 1945 the excited rumors
that scurried about suggesting that a bright
new theatrical luminary was about to be
disclosed. For once, rumor was accurate.
After an unusually long pre-Broadway run
in Chicago, a notoriously tough theatre
town, "The Glass Menagerie" then opened
in New York to the joyous acclaim of most
critics and theatre-goers. Not only was the
obvious excellence of the play itself praised,
but the superb role of Amanda, the mother,
gave one of America's most talented and
engaging actresses, Laurette Taylor, her
final and greatest role.
This was not the first professional
production of a Williams play, but it marked
Williams' first unequivical professional
success. Two years later, just twenty-five
years ago on Dec. 3, 1947, A Streetcar
Named Desire made its first appearance
with a spectacular cast headed by Marlon
Brando (Stanley), Jessica Tandy (Blan-

che), Kim Hunter (Stella) and Karl Maiden
(Mitch). Elia Kazan directed this initial
production as he was later to direct the
motion picture version in which Vivian
Leigh played Blanch. It was Streetcar that
confirmed what everyone knew already; in
Tennessee Williams the American theatre
had gained a major playwright.
Scholars jumped for joy and fervently
prayed that Williams would continue to
write. He obliged by providing abundant

Like Lawrence, too, Williams regards the
sexual urge as the most powerful and basic
human instinct, one to which man must give
rather than, as in the case of a number of his
characters try to deny it. Repression and
suppression deny the natural in man, and
those who do so are guilty of the sin of
denying life itself and so must be punished.
For all his sensational subject-matter like
rape, castration, prostitution, murder,
cannibalism, homosexuality, etc. Williams

"For all his sensational subject matter like rape,
castration, prostitution, murder, cannibalism,
homosexuality, etc. Williams is essential a moralist."'
material for half a dozen books, at least a
hundred PhD theses and countless
thousands of masters theses and undergraduate research papers. This is not to
suggest that Williams is an academic
writer. Rather is it indicative of the abundant riches that have been mined from his
prolific, if somewhat erratic output.
Coming to Williams for the first time one
is likely to be struck by his concern for the
spiritually crippled, the outcast, the perverse, the innocent and the lonely. Like his
mentor, p. H. Lawrence, Williams believes
with an irresistible intensity in people-'s
seizing and yielding to the essence of living.

is essentially a moralist. Although it is
obvious that his sympathies lie with the
weak, he is strong in his insistence that if
they cannot accept life they will be
destroyed. Laura in Glass Menagerie
retreats to her collection of glass animals,
Blanche's mind gives way before the
brutality of Stanley. Alma of Summer and
Smoke rejects physical passion only in the
end to seek it - from strangers. Brick in Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof refuses to admit his
homosexual feeling for his friend and so
becomes impotent. The list is long.
More than perhaps any other American
playwright Williams is notable for his fine

Megan O'NeilTs Premiere:

6

9

Another Proposal Accepted

By Stephen Fischer
For those with a fondness for bedtime
stories, Megan O'Neill's new play, "Another
Proposal", which premiered at the Goodwin
Theatre last Thursday, offers a somewhat
peppermint twist to the traditional fairy
tale. It is the story of a twenty-four year old
career girl who decides to escape the
villanies of the outside world by making
herself a voluntary prisoner to her own bed.
The better part of the script is expository:
the philosophy; of "Ghastlies and Selected
Influences" is presented almost platonically
through the heroine's conversation with a
veritable Thanksgiving's Day Parade of
likeable eccentrics (save Robert, the exboyfriend), who pass before Sylvia's
posturepedic review stand. The characterization is remarkable, if not authentic,
and never allows the basically static
situation to become tiresome.
A great deal of credit for the play's success is deserved by the cast and director
who give the work a near-definitive
production. Len Cowan not only chose his
actors exceedingly well, but directed them
to their best performances to date. Anne
Scurria was nothing short of phenomenal as
the bedridden Sylvia, She executed her part
as a truly talented and sensitive actress,
bubbling and bristling with equal ability.
Jessica Ippedico gave a good performance as Phoebe, Sylvia.'s neighboring
actress friend. At time, her theatrics may
have been just slightly overdone; some of
the implied humour of her lines lost in the
flutter. Nonetheless, she brought the
necessary energy and radiance to the role
and was always, at the very least, a
delightful presence on stage.
The part of Robert, the ex-boyfriend, was
in a real sense the most difficult because it
was the least sympathetic. One cannot, of
course, be sure of the previous experience
Ron Daley brought to his character portrayal, but henceforth I shall have real
difficulty in deciding whether he was a
young executive playing a student actor, or
s student actor playing a young executive.
Needless to say, his acting was highly
commendable. He avoided the prevalent
danger of melodramatic oversimplification
and presented a real sense of .frustration
brought by Sylvia's stubborness.
Charlie, the delivery boy as knight in
shining armour, had the only significant
action of the entire play; he joined Sylvia in
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her rather intriguing bed. Peter Arnoff not
only managed this sticky bit of blocking with
unusual dexterity, but he turned in a damn
good performance besides. The climax of
the play undoubtedly came during his autoconversation scene, when he interjected
pointed comments into Sylvia's dismissal of
Robert. His sound characterisation,
however, could have been made still
stronger had he been able to more widely
vary his gesture and inflection.
Whatever there is to be said about Sylvia's
mother must unavoidably be done in
passing. She was quite simply, quite mad.
Mercy Cook brought an excellent sense of
blown-about whimsy to the part. Though
hampered by patently uninspired makeup,
(it has been suggested that the cosmetician
be wiped off of the earth's face with cold
cream), she really carried off the old girl bunged about, but never ultimately
defeated.
Unfortunately, the technical aspects of the
show did not seem to be up to. the high
quality of the acting; The proportions of the
room suggested by the director's placement
of flats would have approached the Royal
Albert Hall - a grand place for symphony
concerts, but not a terribly believable single
room flat. There was also a problem in the
lighting. At one point, Charlie crossed
downstage and delivered several lines while
his face was badly shadowed, This might
instead be a criticism of the blocking, rather
than a reflection upon Cyndi Hawkins, the
lighting designer, who has lit and brightened
the. entire one-act series with notable
professionalism.
There is, of course, a definite excitement
generated by a world premiere, and an
equally definite hollowness left by the
closing of a show. It is unfortunate that these
had to follow so closely for "Another
Proposal". O'Neill writes with a novel slant
and a keen command of her subject
material; what her new play may have
lacked in actual dramatic substance was
more than accounted for in its crisp wit and
comic freshness. She moreover has found a
worthy director in Len Cowan, who gave the
play such sensitive staging. Still another
proposal might be that their collaboration
continue. It is a successful coupling that not
even Robert, or a normally vitriolic critic,
could deny. :
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Pictured at right: David Bargman as Leopold Bloom looks worried in Aron
Pasternack's staged reading of ULYSEES IN NIGHTOWN, which was
presented Sunday afternoon. Mary Salterand Stephen Botktn were the typists
in Brian McEleney's production of Murray Schisgal's comedy.

sense of the theatre, especially its visual
aspect. His detailed stage directions reveal
great sensitivity to what light, scenery and
costumes can contribute. Not only do the
actors revel in performing the Williams
roles, designers as well enjoy mounting his
plays for they recognize how integrally
Williams allows them to participate. He is
truly a poet of the theatre, one whose perceptions of reality is not the realistic objective recording of characters in environment and time, but a writer through
whom the outer reality is so transmuted that
each element blends with the other to give a
kind of lyric expression to the inner life of
the play as a whole experience. Williams'
plays are in this respect an expression of his
highly personal view of life.
Whatever exception one may take to the
current revival of STREETCAR at the
Hartford Stage Company it nevertheless
reaffirms the place of Tennessee Williams
as a rare master playwright.
TEA AND SYMPHONY
The Department of Dramatic Arts of the
Hartford Branch, University of Connecticut,
takes great pleasure in presenting "Tea and
Sympathy" by Robert Anderson. Under the
supervision and direction of Mr. Harvey
Sneideman, the University of Connecticut
thespians will perform "Tea and Sympathy" at the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center, Trinity College, Hartford,
Connecticut, December 15 & 16, 1972. Curtain time is 8:15 p.m.
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The Tramp Immortalized
By Carla Rosati
He was "the little fellow," the tramp with
the bowler hat and the baggy pants, who
seemed to represent all humanity. This
character, which Charlie Chaplin created
and perfected, and which became the most
beloved and memorable image ever
produced on film, is the source of Chaplin's
genius. The greatness of Chaplin lies not
only in the fact that he was a brilliant
comedian, but also in his unforgettable
character. The Tramp seemed to realize
what a human being was and what he was up
against; the humor came not from the gags,
but from his inflections, his physical and
emotional reactions to what was happening.
Chaplin played his most eloquent version of
the Tramp in City Lights, a bittersweet
story of love and friendship produced in
1930, and currently showing at Cinestudio.
In City Lights, the Tramp is a simple little
vagabond who cares so much about human
values and so little about material values
that he is able to wander aimlessly about
doing good deeds such as preventing a
drunken millionaire from committing
suicide. In a hilarious gag that runs
throughout the entire film, the millionaire
regards Charlie as his best friend when he is
inebriated, but fails to recognize him when
he is sober. After Charlie stops him from
throwing himself into the river, the
• millionaire takes him to a restaurant where
Charlie winds up eating the paper streamers
dangling from the ceiling instead of his
spaghetti. Later in the film, at a party at the
millionaire's mansion, Charlie swallows a
whistle when frightened by a paper blowout,
and his subsequent hiccuping disturbs a
matron's aria and attracts an overfriendly
sheepdog in one of the film's funniest

scenes. Supported by the drunken
millionaire's largesse, the Tramp poses as a
wealthy young man to a blind flower girl
that he has befriended. Discovering that she
may regain her sight by an operation, he
finds work as a street-cleaner and is
knocked cold in a boxing ring to help pay for
her eye surgery. The whole prizefight scene
is an uproarious ballet, with Charlie dancing
circles around his befuddled opponent and
getting entangled with the bell rope, so that
each time he is knocked down, the round is
over. He finally receives enough money
from the millionaire and gives it to the girl
before he is arrested and sent to jail for
robbery. The plot may sound misleadingly
sentimental and almost repelling to today's
tastes, but in Charlie's deft and delicate
expressions, it is very effective.
Chaplin's mode of expression is an
eloquent pantomime; City Lights contains
no dialogue and only a few striking sound
effects.
In the opening scene, Chaplin spoofs the
speakers' pomposity at a dedication of a
monument to Peace and Prosperity by
making all of their utterances squeaks and
squawks. The whistle-swallowing scene
contrasts effectively the audible squeal of
the whistle with the unheard trills and
roulades of the aria. The tuneful score,
composed by Chaplin, serves at times
almost as a substitute for words, but the
most expressive communication is in
Charlie's face and gestures. His actions
convey both humor and a rich and deep
emotion. He is never guilty of overstating;
his genius knew that a slow, expressionless
stare in the face of disaster was more
eloquent than wild head-thumping. He deftly

Aimoimcemeiits
Student Dance Program

will perform a duet. General admission to
the concert is $1.00, students 75*.

Pianist Ohlsson

Garrick Ohlsson, pianist, first American
winner of the International Chopin ComStudents in Trinity dance program will be
petition Award in Warsaw, will perform two
performing in their own works as well as in
works
with the Hartford Symphony Orworks by Trinity dance faculty Dec. 8 and 9
"The Hamburger Mayor of Night City," a chestra on his return engagement here
in the Goodwin Theatre of Austin Arts
Center at 8:15 p.m. A dance choreographed new children's play by William Hauptman, Wednesday Evening, December 13th, 8:15
by Judy Dworin and shown as a work-in- will be presented by the Yale Children's p.m. at the Bushnell Memorial, with Arthur
progress on Parent's Weekend will be Theatre Sunday through Friday, December Winograd conducting. He opens the
performed. Also various works from Bruce 17 through 22. The holiday adventure story is program with Weber's Konzerstuck for
King's repertory class will be included. Two the first of three plays planned for Piano and Orchestra, and will conclude the
evening's concert with Liszt's Second Piano
pieces by Stephanie wooawara, unstructor youngsters this year.
"The Hamburger Mayor of Night City" Concerto in A Major.
for World Dance next semester) will be
Ohlsson is the recipient of three of the
performed. The improvisation and com- follows the adventures of a small boy in a
position classes will perform works which strange city where the sun never shines and world's most important piano competitions:
they have developed through calss ex- the streets are swept by giant fans. When Italy's Busoni, the Montreal Competition
plorations this term. Vaughan Durkee, Page Paul Dodd loses his parents, he meets a and the most prestigious of them all, the
Thompson and Tom McGuirk will do a piece gallery of unforgettable characters in-, International Chopin Competition Award in
which evolved from an independent study eluding the secret mayor of a hamburger Warsaw, a competition held only once every
five years.
exploring both the relationship of basketball kitchen.
Performances will be at 1:00 p.m. on In addition to the two piano works to be
movements to dance and how to communicate pure emotion through dance. December 17,18, and 19, and at 1:00 and 3:00 heard at this concert, the Orchestra will,
Barbara Lundy and Charlene Chiang have p.m. on December 20, 21 and 22, at the Yale include Hindemith's Mathis der Maler, and
choreographed a fast-pace jazz piece which University Theatre, 222 York Street, New Wagner's Siegfried Idyll.
Ticket information is available at the
they perform with Carlos Martinez and Haven. Reservations may be made by
Bushnell Box Office: 246-6807.
Patti Tuneski. Gina Zarilli and Fred Graves calling 562-6500 and 562-9953.

Children's Theatre

mixes both side-splitting humor and pathos
in scenes without damaging either emotion.
While most of the film seems in retrospect to
be highly charged with poignent feelings,
Chaplin's artistry is able to underplay much
of the sentimentality in the story. The
classic illustration of Charlie's underplaying of a highly emotional scene is the
closing sequence of City Lights. After
serving his sentence in prison for stealing
money which has enabled the blind flower
girl to regain her sight, the Tramp wanders
through the city thinking only of her.
Without knowing who he is, the girl notices
him being tormented by some newsboys for
his shabby and ridiculous appearance.
Although she too laughs at Charlie, she feels
sorry for him and she leaves her flower shopi
to give him a coin. As she touches the hand
that has given her so much, she recognizes
the familiar feel of it and looks with
astonishment at the benefactor that she
believed to be young, rich, and handsome.
The camera cuts to a close-up of Charlie's
face, filled with a wild hope that she will find
him as attractive as she imagined him. As
the disillusionment grows in the girl's
countenance, the radiance which had
illuminated the Tramp's face diminishes,
and he motions to his eyes, asking her if she
can see. The girl nods yes, she can see now.
And that is it. James Agee once wrote of this
scene: "the camera just exchanges a few
agonizing close-ups of the emotions which
shift and intensify in each face. It is enough
to shrivel the heart to see, and it is the
greatest piece of acting, and the highest
moment in movies."

It * f

POSTLUDES
Presents
Fred Graves, Flute
and
Rochelle Hainelson, Piano
in a program of
Flute and Piano Sonatas
Wednesday, December 6,
10:00 P.M. Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center
POSTLUDES are informal
student recitals presented
FREE to all members of
the college, community
for V2 hour each
Wednesday evening.

Photo by Scan O'Malley
Under Len Cowan's direction the cast of Megan O'Neill's ANOTHER PROPOSALwent mad. Pictured from left to rigl
are: Peter Arnoff, Jessica Ippedico, Anne Scurria, Ron Daley, and Mercy Cook. Above right: Mommy and Daddy watch
Mrs. Barker take off her dress in Lynne Derrick's production of Edward Albee's T H E AMERICAN DREAM. The advanced directing class one-acts have been particularly exciting this term. There are still four productions jointly
sponsored by both the Jesters and the Theatre Arts Department yet to be seen: Christian Horn's production of Samuel
Beckett's KRAPP'S LAST TAPE, Stephen Roy lance's improvised clown show a reading of James Hoyce's EXILES
directed by Stephen Fischer, and William Harris' production of Lanford Wilson's T H E MADNESS O F LADY BRIGHT.
Announcements as to the time and place of each of these performances will be posted.
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Consorting With Trouble
There are many unresolved problems within the
proposal of the Hartford Consortium that faculty members
at the five participating colleges be forced to offer a
number of their courses at other campuses.
While the program, announced at Thursday's faculty
meeting, would be an advantage in some respects, we fear
that Trinity would lose its identity as a high quality small
college and become merely an adjunct to the University of
Hartford. With the possible exception of R.P.I., the
colleges in the Consortium are simply not in the same
academic league as Trinity. Consortium programs among
other colleges have been successful,-for example at the
Claremont colleges-only when the academic levels at the
member colleges have been about equal.
We understand from several of Trinity's department
chairmen that hiring first-rate professors will be increasingly difficult if the Consortium program is implemented. Particularly in view of the difficulties
currently encountered by Trinity students seeking admission to graduate schools, the College should concentrate all its efforts on developing a first-rate faculty.
Individual departments should regulate whether their

Rebecca Adams, Kent Allen, Bonnie Bernstein, Phil Bieyluch, Scott
Cameron, Candy Cassln, Maria Christopher, Jim Cobbs, Abby Collier,
Frances Congcfon, Anne Corneel, Robin Danziger, Rebecca Dunn, Mike
Egan, Danny Freelander, Eric Gibson, Lenny Goldschmidt, Sheryl
Greenberg, Glenn Gustafson, Margie Johnson, Lois Klmmelman, Neil
Kobrosky, Rich Lovering, Carol Mansgo, Mitch Mandel, Andy Merz,
Aron Pastemack, | M a r K saloniatTom Santopietro, Bill Shea, Jill SII
verman, Pete Taussig, Bob Weber, Sue Weisselberg, Jim Wilson.

faculty members teach courses at other campuses; While
an occasional exchange
is certainly
not objectionable, the issue is one of degree, and this must be
determined by the faculty in conjunction with the administration.
It is advantageous for the colleges to share each other's
strengths, but it would not be worthwhile to carry the
project to the extreme suggested by some that entire
departments be dropped at a particular institution to
create new ones in areas where the Consortium is weak.
Each college must offer a complete liberal arts degree
program, and students should not be forced to study at
another institution unless they so desire. If a UHart
student took all or most of his courses at Trinity should he
receive a Trinity B.A.?
We must seriously question why President Lockwood,
who was absent from Thursday's meeting, has never
brought the issues surrounding the Consortium plan before
the faculty. If any program of this sort is to function effectively, it should be the willing product of the faculty and
have their grass-roots support, and not be foisted by administrative fiat.
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'security
ToTheEditor:
Upon returning from my Thanksgiving
vacation, I discovered that someone had
attempted to break into my car and had
stolen the hubcaps. On Tuesday, I picked up
the Tripod to learn that a coed had been
raped inside her own room. Several weeks
ago, my roommate's car window was
smashed and his radio stolen. This list could
be extended almost indefinitely. The point is
obvious. When property can be stolen at .will
and the individual is no longer safe in his or
her own room, something is wrong with
security. Though I am in no position to give
a definitive answer to this problem, several
measures seem warranted at this point. The
first is the installation of both dead bolts and
peep holes in all dormitory doors. The
second is the installation of improved
lighting and T.V. surveillance of parking*
lots, releasing security personnel (who are
of dubious value in patrolling parking lots
anyway) to concentrate on the security of
the individual,. We can no longer ignore the
problem of security simply because individuals at this school or in the community
should not steal and rape. They have, and
something must be done,
Charles Levine '74

measures are foolproof, two minor changes
would at least be a start. All doors should be
equipped with dead-bolt locks and "one-way
peepholes". If the College did this it would
merely be complying with the Hartford City
Ordinances.
Jess Miller '72

'bookstore'

To the Editor:
While most of us are focusing our attention on the upcoming vacation and its
pleasures, there is a cruel reality facing us
on our return next semester. Assuming that
most people know their courses by now, the
next problem is obtaining books. The book
exchange allows some people to buy texts
cheaply, but the majority of books still must
be bought from the bookstore. There must
be some way that the bookstore can trim the
cost on textbooks.
I have heard that the reason for such high
book prices is due to people stealing their
texts, thus necessitating a raise in prices.
The higher the prices, the more stealing
done, the higher the prices...ad exorbidum.
It seems that a way to cut costs would be
to separate the bookstore into two sections.
One would be for textbooks, and the other
for general reading, supplies, and assorted
paraphernalia, The text section would be
closed off, and employees would get the
books for students. This would necessitate a
larger bookstore staff for the first two weeks
of the semester, and also some waiting in
line during prime hours, but if this plan
To the Editor:
could save people 20% on textbooks, the
As the holiday season approaches so does inconvenience would be justified.
the holiday rip-off season. Students will go
Edward Schreiber '75
home for Christmas vacation and come
back to find that their rooms have been
broken into, as they were in High Rise the
past two vacations. Even while in their To the Editor:
If you are a college student or a parent of a
rooms students are not safe, as the attack in
Jarvis last Friday has shown. While no college student you know that textbooks are
expensive. To make matters worse often

'rip-off

(•V.
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'textbooks'
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the campus bookstores will not buy used
books back after the semester is over. The
following information will help you save
money on books that you may need for only
a few months.
1. Don't rush out and buy your books as
soon as you register for class. Wait until you
have attended a few classes. Some instructors don't use the text at all, but prefer
to lecture and assign outside reading. The
only way you lose out here is that if you do
need the text, you probably won't be able to
buy it used. If you do buy your books ahead
of time, don't write your name in them until
you are sure you are going to keep the class.
Bookstores will not refund full price if the
texts are marked.
2. Don't buy any books until you find that
it is absolutely vital to taking the course.
Attend as many lectures as you can and take
ample notes. (A good attendance record
helps your grade too.) If you take poor
notes, read a book from the library on
studying habits. Some schools offer courses
in study methods. Have discussion groups
with your classmates and compare notes.
There will usually be a general consensus on
what the important material is.
3. Talk to your instructor after class for
a few minutes about the lecture he has just
given. Often, teachers will clue you in to
what they consider important and what is
just interesting information.
4. Do parallel reading out of the library.
Encyclopedias are excellent for concise,
factual information. If you are taking a
history course, read a library textbook that
covers the same material. You can also pick
up books for parallel reading at reasonable
prices from thrift shops and second hand
bookstores.
5. Sometimes you may have to buy a
textbook. For instance, you have to answer
questions out of the book; the text includes a
required workbook; the instructor uses the
text extensively for quizzes and tests; the
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class is a technical one, such as raaft,
physics, chemistry, etc., where you wou o
be lost without the required text. If so, try w
buv used books from other students first,
then from the bookstore. Share books witn
your classmates.
To sum up, the basic points are tnese.
1. Don't buy any books until you have to.
2, Attend lectures regularly and taKe
8

°3° Have discussions with your instructor
and your classmates.
4, Do parallel reading.
,.f
5. If you have to buy a book, try tci go »
used, and share with one or more of your
classmates.
DI-A-P
Good luck and save your money. Fiease
reproduce this and pass it on to as many
students and parents as you can. If you neeu
a reproduceable copy, write to me at r.v.
Box 50676, Jacksonville Beach, Flonaa
3225
°Sincerely,
David E. Stearns

'night owl'
To The Editor:
,
We enjoyed ourselves tremendously
Saturday night at "The Night Owl,
Trinity's new coffeehouse located at ««=
former TX building on Vernon Street.
We've long felt the need for such a facimy
on campus. It has great potential, so we
hope that everyone will drop by "The Nignt
Owl."
Good music and good food!
.
Sincerely,
Martha Cohen
Sheila DriscoU
Steve Barkan
Gary Morgans

More Letters Page
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If Dogs Run Free

Adventures In The Camel Trade

By Matthew Moloshok

PresidentSockgoodhas told the faculty that they must
be available to teach at other colleges, in order to
improve the effectiveness of the Greater Hartford
Consortium. Only if Trinity faculty are willing to teach
at other schools and faculty at other schools to teach
here-can the Consortium broaden and improve the
offerings at the different institutions.
This explains why President Sockgood has wandered
off into the Sahara. He's trying to arrange for Trinity
faculty to teach at Allah Tech.
Sockgood's counterpart at Allah is Abdul ("The
Wolf") Bikaris. He took his PhD. in business administration at the University of the Southern Sahara
before forming his own multi-million dollar business,
"Abdul's Used Camels."
Sockgood was pleasantly surprised by the bustle on
the highways approaching the center of higher learning. He passed at least four camels on the thousand
mile route. Across the miles of sand he could see the
red, white and blue sign proclaiming "Abdul's Used
Camels. No Deal Too Small."
Arriving last Wednesday, Sockgood found Abdul
outside the door.
"Come into my tent," beamed the Wolf.
"Let's get down to business, shall we?" asked
President Sockgood.
"Certainly," said Abdul. "We'd like to trade you
fourteen camels for the entire Trinity biology department. I'd walk a mile for a good biology professor."
"Why that's ridiculous," Sockgood
said. "A camel
:
can't teach genetics."
"True," Abdul said, "but they're authorities on

animal husbandry."
"I guess so," Sockgood conceded. "I'll tell you what.
Raise it to fifty camels and it's a deal."
"Sold," said the Wolf..
"Now, we're trying to get together a school of
criminal justice", Sockgood said, "and I understand
you have a very reputable department of criminals. So
we'll give you professors Ali and Baba if you send us
your faculty."
"You mean all forty thieves," Abdul demanded.
"Precisely," said Sockgood.
Abdul seemed reluetant, "Which one of us is the used
camel trader? Couldn't you throw in some barrels of
oil?"
"Sure," said Sockgood. "It's a deal."
"Just to show you there are no hard feelings, we will
loan you our most treasured and venerated faculty
member for one semester, Dr. Mohamel Mohamed."
"Never heard of him," said Sockgood.
"He's a very prominent professor of philosophy,"
Abdul said.
"What's so special about him?"
"He's a talking camel."
"Could be interesting," said Sockgood. "I don't think
Wesleyan has anyone like that. Thanks for the offer.
Only I don't know what we can give you in return."
"I'm sure we can think of something later on," said
Abdul, eyeing the President closely. "But for the
meantime, we have another item of business to
discuss."
"And what's that?" said Sockgood.
"Sharing of library facilities."

"Well, that should be easy, I mean we could simply
•send some books over here," Sockgood said.
"Yes, but we would need someone to read them,"
Abdul said, "Why don't you bring the entire Trinity
College out here. Nice warm climate, plenty of sun and
exercise. No distractions from academic pursuits."
"Sounds like paradise," conceded the President.
"Only I think I ought to give it some thought before
making a decision."
"As you like it," said Abdul, gesturing to three Arabs
who were playing in the corner of the tent.
"After all, faculty should be consuted on such
matters," Sockgood continued, oblivious to the three
men who had circled behind him. "The College should
pursue a policy of collegiality, of every element being
consulted on the decision that will affect them."
"Yes," Abdul said, "When can we expect your answer?"
"Right after the next faculty meeting," Sockgood
promised. "We should have a decision by then. I'm
sure the faculty will just go wild over the possibilities
of this exchange. Why, the desert is positively
beautiful. And you may rest assured that we'll take
good care of Dr. Mohamed. By the way, does he eat
much?"
"No," said the Arab, "but when he talks in a small
group he has a tendency to chew your ear off."
"I'll be careful," Sockgood said. "Is there anything
else? I have to get back to Hartford. I'm supposed to
teach a course on how to administer a College."
Abdul smiled. "Just one small matter, Sahib. Your
money or your life!"

In the Nation

Mr. Nixon's Pigeonhole Government

By Tom Wicker
George P. Shultz has been, almost from its beginning, one of the most able and respected men in the
Nixon Administration, but it is still somehwat surprising, to see him so clearly designated as first among
the equals in the President's second-term Cabinet.
Traditionally and by protocol, the Secretary of State
has been considered the ranking member of the
Cabinet; sometimes, because of political power or
personal relations, some other Cabinet officer may, in
fact, be Number One—as Robert F. Kennedy was in his
brother's Administration and John B. Connally may
-have been in the first Nixon Administration. But it is
highly unusual for any Cabinet officer to be
deliberately elevated by the President into a public
role that gives him clear primacy over the other
Secretaries.
Mr. Shultz is not only to be Secretary of the
Treasury; he is to be "assistant to the President"; and
he is also to be chairman of the new Council on
Economic Policy. This gives him White House as well
as Cabinet status, and the council chairmanship gives
him pre-eminence over its members—primarily the
Secretaries of Labor, Commerce, Transportation,
Agriculture and State (half the Cabinet), not to
mention the directors of the Office of Management and
Budget and the Cost of Living Council.
Mr. Shultz modestly denied that he would be an
"economic czar" but even he was forced to concede
that his new responsibilities would be "similar" to
those of Henry Kissinger, the assistant to the President
for national security affairs. At first glance, in fact,

they appear somewhat broader because they new
Council on Economic Policy will have jurisdictiion
over both international and domestic economic matters—which touches just about everything.
Once again, therefore, and although much will
depend upon the actual practice of this new
arrangement, Mr. Nixon seems to have moved to
consolidate his Administration's activities in the White
House; Ostensibly, of course, the creation of the
Council on Economic Policy spreads economic policymaking among Cabinet departments that might not
otherwise be formally involved—Transportation, for
example.
On the other hand, the appointment of Mr. Shultz to
his new posts suggests clearly that the council will not
be so much a Cabinet group as another arm of the
White House staff. Otherwise there would have been no
need to designate Mr. Shultz as assistant to the
President.
In that role, Mr. Shultz will not only have something
of the same privileged relationship to the President
that Dr. Kissinger enjoys in national security affairs;
he is likely to have "the last word" in ways that no
mere departmental chief ever could—since the
departments are so often in conflict among themselves
and each is usually speaking for itself. It is not hard to
imagine, for example, how the long-standing rivalry of
State, Treasury and Commerce for control of foreign
economic policy will be handled in the second Nixon
Administration. The arbiter will surely be Assistant to
the President Shultz.
The likelihood is also great that the workings of

economic policy will be less open to Congressional and
public scrutiny than they have been. Obviously, the
more centralized the decision-making and the debate
that leads to decision, the more closely held can be the
details; and Mr. Shultz will be able as an assistant to
the President to claim executive immunity from
testifying to Congress (which raises the question
whether the Democratic Congress might not at some
point pay off a score against Assistant to the President
Shultz by cracking down on Treasury Secretary
Shultz).
What seems to emerge from the new appointments is
a symmetrical arrangement in which, directly under
the President, there is a National Security Council
headed by Dr. Kissinger, a Domestic Council headed
by John Ehrlichman and a Council on Economic Policy
run by Mr. Shultz (with the ineluctable H. R.
Haldeman all around, floating like a butterfly and
stinging like a bee). The real question about all this
may be not so much whether it works, but whether the
business of the country can be so neatly packaged. Who
will coordinate all these coordinators?
Defense, for only one example, clearly cuts across
all three councils. So might, say, transportation policy.
Some other important matters may involve only two of
Mr. Nixon's pigeonholes. Dr. Kissinger's foreignpolicy problems can rarely be separated entirely from
George Shultz's economic considerations. Which is
another reason why none of this superorganization
seems likely to decentralize White House power, as Mr,
Nixon said he wanted to do.

;
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-From The Right
Favoritism Toward Minority Groups
By Steve Chernaik

I believe that the time h a s come to clean the air and
destroy the myths floating thereon concerning the
whos, whats and how muches of favoritism shown to
distinct racial minorities at Trinity. This column
results from exhaustive research and interviews with
people directly concerned with admissions, financial
aid, housing and the Student Activities Committee. I
will stick primarily to the facts; my regular readership
can deduce my own opinions.
1) The Student Activities Committee, which h a s a
budget this year of $90,900. The followed information
was derived from conversations with members of the
committee. Any student organization with a constitution and a policy of non-discrimination on the basis
of race creed, color, etc. m a y submit a budget and a
request for monetary appropriations to SAC. The
catalogue of organizations which ranges from Folk
Dancing to Fencing to Gay Lib, would alone indicate an
open minded attitude on the part of SAC as to what
constitutes a legitimate campus organization.
Specifically, SAC has authorized $3000 to TCB, and
another $500 to the women's division of TCB. TCB also
gets, through a yearly contract, a house, maintenancefree, from the college.
Unbeknownst to myself before investigation, any
white student who wishes, according to TCB's own
regulations, may, at reasonable hours, enter the TCB
house and, assuming he behaves, m a y remain as long
as he wishes. Such a student m a y also apply for
membership, and TCB would have to admit him. If a
member of TCB asks any white student to leave the
house, or if TCB denies any white student membership,
they would have to show very good cause, or else they
would be in direct violation of college rules, and could
be penelized, accordingly. I would support any white
student who makes any personal attempt to integrate
himself into TCB, a s part of an attempt to uphold the
regulations of the college.
At this point, I cannot condemn TCB, except from a
personal point of view on separatism-more of a
general condemnation of the Trinity community than a
specific condemnation of TCB. In my opinion, certainly
has the general reputation of being separatist and
hostile to possible intrusions from white students.
However, I would be curious, indeed, to observe the
outcome if a white student tried to enter TCB, uninvited, or if a white student applied for membership. I
have absolutely no idea as to what the reaction and the
final outcome would be. But such an incident, I think,
would finalize my viewpoint.
There are, however, specific instances where black
students have abused college funds. The financial aid
director said she authorized a $300 grant for two black
students last year, to fly to California in order to attend
the militant, Caucus of Afrikan Peoples convention.
TCAC has been authorized money by the SAC for
similar junketeering to radical black conventions. The
financial aid department has admitted to similar such
authorizations for "educational" junkets in the past,
but Robin Wassersug would not go into details with m e .
More shockingly, however, TCB was loaned $5000 by
the college last year to hold a concert in order for TCB
to make money. The concert failed, and the college,
rather than place any responsibility burden on TCB,
simply decided to cancel the debt.
I attempted to interview Mohamed Jibrell in order to
clarify a few of the above points. Mr. Jibrell declined,
saying he did not want to contribute any information to
one of my columns, on the grounds that he disagrees
with m y uses of facts; As -Assistant Dean for Community life, I do not believe that Mr. Jibrell has the
right to decline a reasonable audience with a Trinity
student. Further investigations with SAC members
and Robin Wassersug revealed to m e that part of the
reason that those two students were granted money to
attend the Caucus of Afrikan Peoples was because of a
mixup between the financial aid department and Mr
Jibrell. QED?
Another clear-cut example of the SAC bailing out a
minority interest h a s been the Senate Scholarship
Fund. The fund was established after the famous sit-in
of 1968; for the purpose of providing scholarship aid for
fifteen disadvantaged students from the New HavenHartford areas. The spirit of the fund was that the
students would raise the necessary $15,000-a minimum
figure-themselves. Well, interest has waned considerably and progressively since 1%H.
Last year, the SAC h a d to authorize $13,200 out of the
Students Activities Budget in order to make good the
college's committment. Even the blacks no longer
have any impetus to give momentum to the drive —
and so the spirit of the drive has been lost. Students
now must involuntarily finance the Senate Scholarship
Fund out of their $60 student activities f e e - as they
fund every other black organization on campus, -while the blacks a r e content to do nothing to aid the
drive.
My own feeling must be to let the Senate Scholarship
Fund suffer the fate of all student activism of the
sixties-namely to die out from apathy-rather than to
have students involuntarily continue to support a cause
in which precious little interest, let alone spirit,,still
remains.
2) The Admissions department. All of the following
facts were given to m e by the director, W. Howje Muir.
15% of the total recruiting budget is used to recruit
students from inner city schools, most of which a r e
overwhelmingly black and Puerto Rican. The
recruiting budget consists of not more than $5000, a not
very large sum. The money covers the costs of gas, or
other transportation, hotel bills, meals away and phone
calls of the admissions department member who is

actively engaged in recruiting in any school, be it inner
city or country day.
The percentage of all students accepted by the admissions department out of the total who applied last
year was 52%. The percentage for black students only
was 48%.
The differences between the board scores of black
and white freshmen students admitted to Trinity this
year was strikingly high:
K ( u d e n t B()(]y
White
Black
Average
Verbal
615
448
GOO
Math'
635
475
«20
Mr. Muir's rationale for the large discrepency included most of the liberal argu/nents against objective
testing as a satisfactory means to indicate learning
potential with respect to one's ability to reason abstractly: blacks come from different cultural,
economic, family environr.ants from whites and
therefore a "white-oriented" test can never be a
satisfactory indicator. The admissions department has
decided to weigh other factors along with the College
Boards when it comes time to weigh (or relegate) the
final test results of black students.
While black students enjoy clear-cut favoritism with
respect to their college board scores, the inner city
schools from which they graduate suffer clear-cut
disfacortism. A student who graduates from Exeter
need only be in the upper one-half of class to qualify for
Trinity admissions; a student graduate from a
suburban high school need only be in the upper fifth of
his graduating class; a graduate of P . S. inner city,
however, had best be in the upper 5%-10%, at the least.
The admissions department rationalizes thus: a
student who graduates from Exeter has already gone
through a stringent prep school admissions process;
otherwise he would not be where he is. He is competing
with students who a r e on the average far superior in
academic potential to any group of students at any
public high school. The inner city school graduate, to
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extend the logic, must, be competing with a Broun nf
students who arc either clearly inferior, in academi
potential, to the average group of high seta
graduates, on a cross country basis, or else they are
competing with a group of students who are so far
behind in learning from the national average that a
student, even in the upper fifth of such a class could
not realistically hope to do enough catching'unto
graduate from Trinity College within a reasonable
time period.
The; net effect of the admissions' department policy
has been: college board scores per average Trinity
College student have fallen while rank in class has
risen.
V Financial Aid. Some of the statistics here are
very rough estimates, though precise figures are accurate. Robin Wassersug,' director of financial aid,
provided me with all the information which follows,'
Financial aid comes in three forms. The first
medium is, low interest (3%) long term loansj which
are partially cancellable if the student should later
spend some time teaching in programs for the
disadvantaged, the low income or the physically and:
mentally handicapped (I.e. head start type programs)
or if he or she teaches in an inner city school, Then
there are outright grants, which need not be paid back.
Finally there are various work study programs, for
which students on financial aid are given preference,
The loans arc; largely arranged through the public
sector, though banks may arrange higher interest
(7%), shorter term, non-cancellable loans for students
neither sufficiently poor nor sufficiently disadvantaged to qualify for the more attractive loan
arranged by Uncle Sam. The private loan program
which banks arrange is called the Guaranteed Insured
Loan. The Grants consist of private scholarship,
$66,000 from the largesse of Uncle Sam (Educational
Opportunity Grant Program), and The Senate
Scholarship Fund, which I discussed in detail in part
one. The government and the school both provide on
campus work study opportunities for students.
25% of all Trinity students receive one of the above
three forms of financial aid; the percentage for black
students is at least "moderately higher." The average
aid package per Trinity student is $1960, which includes all money allowed for tuition, room, board,,
books, travel and spending money, for which Trinity
financial aid students are allowed slightly more than
$500 per year. The final package per student is
determined by the Parents' Confidential Statement
which details the entire family's liquid assets (income,
savings, investments) and yearly liabilities (number
of children, children in college, unusual medical exThe final figure is the estimated costs of Student A to
attend Trinity College for one year, and to frugally live
therein, minus the reasonable expected contribution or
Student A's family (as well as his own summer and on
campus job earnings) to the overall costs.
48% of all students who apply for financial aid are
accepted. The figure is a "little higher' for ftiacK
students. Black students receive 50% of the government grants and loans and a lower figure of the private
scholarships, except for the Senate Scholarship tuna,
figure for
for me
the
of which they gain all. The high "50%" figure
government grants and loans Is
i much more the result
of government stipulations, than the result of coueg
favoritism towards black students. The government,
stipulates that the family have a "history of poverty• *
parental income lower than $9000 per year ana <«
expected parental contribution of less than ?wt><y,
year. There is also a disadvantaged b a™6[ 0 Tj
clause, which as you might guess, refers to tne av
concept of what it means to live the life of a memw»
a disadvantaged minority, vintage, radical chic ipw.
little rich girls, culturally disadvantaged n» >
Italians, Greeks and Salvs need not apply)- Tne rww
that poor students from the above parenthetical gru *
do not flourish at Trinity is that there seems to De J
little pressure applied to recruit them, as was tne
pre-1968 for black students.
, .._. faThere are, however, no special scholarships,
which exist special conditions, explicitly stated, w
would limit those scholarships to black s t u d e n t s ^
The words employed are "disadvantaged,
with "a history of poverty." The son of a
bankrupt ex-millionaire would thus be disqu' ^
from government loans and grants. Nor a«>
college's present system of basing the final senow , je
package on need, rather than on base income, pe ^
promiscuous spending by the student s I a n " ' 1(i,
reward thrift and savings as such a system »
Family A which scrimped and saved out of its m e s
income will have to liquidate its savings, i n P a "' hrea 'dfor their child's education; family B, whose u
winner earned no more money,
y but who a^
^
eSi•.
fritter away the paycheck on unnecessary maws
will be awarded additional grants and loans w
pensate their son's college costs.
, IliaV e
There are other areas that should bbe explores,
p
^
rr ee
spoken to Del Shilkret, and am satisfied
f d to P" inity
there exists no minority favoritism presently ai
flS
with respect to college housing. What about a*- ^
of the Academic Affairs committee, ana u
or
judicative Committee? Have they bent . t n e ' dents?
modified their decisions in favor of minoroy.51'1, t h a t
Events of the past three years would jntUCd awa tch
possibility as well as the need to investigate an" ^ &$
these committees. One must always be vjgua»i' evi j
Edmund Burke stated: "All that is necessary iy.
to triumph is for enough good men to do nothing-
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By Steve Barkan
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A Vigil Six Years Old

"U.S. Planes, in Bombing Error, Kill 19 Civilians
Near Danang," screamed a headline in last Wednesday's New York Times. On the same day, a six-vear
old leaflet being handed out at Hartford's Old State
House declared.
"Until we Americans stop killing and being killed in
Viet Nam:
there will be
A silent vigil every Wednesday noon to express our
sorrow & our protest."
Last Wednesday marked the sixth anniversary of a
weekly Quaker vigil against the war. Twelve people on
the average - never fewer than six - have stood at the
Old State House each of the last 312 Wednesdays "in
mourning as well as in protest," as one participant put
it, against a decade of perpetual atrocity and bloodshed. They've handed out some 80,000 pieces of
literature, in all kinds of weather. They'll be there
again tomorrow, and they won't stop until this war is
over.
Five people present last Wednesday were also there
November 30, 1966. They'll probably be embarrassed
over being singled out this way, for they feel they've
only done what they've had to do. But they are all
remarkable people, and recognition of their efforts is
long past due.
Florence Carpenter is 80 years old, but she thinks
nothing of walking two or three miles to a meeting. She
had a brother who was a conscientious objector in
World War I. In 1962, at the spry age of 70, she and
three other people -- 65, 70, and 75 years old - were
arrested at the White House for refusing a police order
to keep their protest against nuclear testing a
moving picket line; they wanted to remain still.
(For weeks they had been walking and picketing in
protest, but then they decided to stand still at the West
Gate, with no signs and no armbands. The police said
that was okay, since it didn't look like a demonstration.
Then they put on armbands saying "Bomb tests kill
people," while remaining still. The police decided that
this now constituted a demonstration, which meant
that these four people could not legally remain still.
They refused to walk around, however, and thus got
arrested. They were sentenced to twenty days in jail.
Despite this, says Florence, "We got to be friends with
the police.'"
Jean Clepper is in her 60s. In her childhood she met a
Frenchman and was troubled by his extreme bitterness towards Germany stemming from World War
I. "He was out of tune," she says, "as a result of war."
She joined the Society of Friends in 1940. A few years
later in World War II, she got a letter from the
government, asking if she'd "serve" in the Armed
Forces, since, the letter said, the U.S. was contemplating drafting women. She wrote back saying she
was a pacifist. Her husband was a conscientious objector to that war.
Margaret Morrison is also 80, but you'd never know
it. In the 1940s she chaired Greater Hartford United
World Federalists, served on the board of the League
of Women Voters, and was clerk of the Hartford
Monthly Meeting of Friends.
Emily Rinden has married since the start of the vigil
six years ago. She says, "I don't think age is a matter
of chronological age; we're as old as we feel," but she
does admit that "Florence and Margaret are just a few
years older than I am." She also was a pacifist in
World War II, which she calls "a very different kind of
wa.r."
..
Henry Risse is the fifth original vigiler present last
week, but he declined to talk with me. He s a
professional sign-maker and has made many of the
signs for the vigil.
The vigil started half a dozen years ago in conjunction with 200 similar Quaker vigils, across the
country. Margaret says these four purposes of the vigil
were drawn up: "to bear witness at a time when
silence gives consent; to offer information not
otherwise readily available; to sustain those deeply
concerned; to provide opportunity to those involved to
join the peace movement."
"People thought we were something odd, said
Florence. "As time went on, a great many more people
were friendly." Margaret remembered that LBJ ordered bombing of North Vietnam in March 1965 We
just couldn't take it," she added. "We felt that
somebody should say something." Emily said the
Quakers "had speakers about the war long before most
people knew there was a war." She asserted that she
had "to make some protest, because we wanted to see
the war end."
. ,, , ,.,. .
The vigil was at first a silent one in the traditional
Quaker fashion, hut that soon changed. "We just
couldn't keep quiet!" Florence chuckled. "Also, we
weren't reaching enough people."
The six years have been full of weather that hasn t
been the greatest, "Sometimes it's about more than we
can stand " Florence noted. "It's fierce on the coldest
days and the winds have been terrible. The workers at
the Old State House have invited us in sometimes.
Emily said "The weather's terrible. Sometmv. it s
been so cold we couldn't stay outside. We would stay
outside for fifteen minutes arid then have to come inside for a few minutes."
.
Nor have the years been empty.of the name-calling
that makes every antiwar protestor's days a wonderful
delight. Jean told of the time on October 15,1969 when

10,000 people were marching by their vigil during the
October Moratorium: "One man kept on screaming
'Communists!' to all those people." Florence added
that once in awhile a person goes by and says "I like
the war." Others still call the vigilers Communists, but
things are better than they used to be. Emily stated,
"Many more people now say they're with us."
The one incident all four Friends remember with
affection is the time a group of John Birch Society
members came and set up a counter-vigil for a few
weeks. Consider the scene: five or six husky, male
Birchers versus a group of elderly, mostly female
Quakers. The poor Birchers didn't have a chance.-They
said the Quakers were a "menace" and declared,
"Let's win the war." And they had a huge American
flag with them which they proudly displayed. But then
Friendly persuasion took over. Margaret went across
the street to say hello. They talked and exchanged
literature. The Birchers asked the Quakers, "Why
don't you have a flag? We're patriotic." (When
recalling this, Margaret quoted the "patriotism
(being) the last refuge of'the scoundrel" saying.)
The Quakers replied that they didn't want to see the
flag used against other groups of people, as the U.S.
was doing in Indochina. "Evidently that got to them,"
Jean told me, for the next week the Birchers came
without their own flag. "We kind of disarmed them,"
Florence commented in an understatement. "We got
so friendly with them," added Emily. Margaret said,
"You don't hate people like that because they believe
just as much as you do."
Nor have the 312 weeks of vigiling been without their
own special moments of joy. Margaret remembered
the time when some "darling little children" gave
them some money for "the poor little children of
Vietnam," as the youngsters put it. They said they saw
the Vietnamese children on TV. Margaret wondered,
"Why can't the big people be like that?"
Margaret also recalls the day when three Danes
stopped by to talk and told the Quakers, "You and the
people like you have all achieved the respect of
Europeans for your country."

She quoted a study by the American Friends Service
Committee that declared, "We call on all men to say
'No' to the war machine and to immoral claims of
power wherever they exist and whatever the consequences may be. We call on all men to say 'Yes' to
courageous nonviolence, which alone can overcome
injustice, persecution and tyranny."
Margaret echoed the others. "It looks like the war
will never end. But if it does, a great burden would fall
from my shoulders. I'd be very happy, but I'll miss
seeing my friends at the vigil. Still, they'll be plenty
else to worry about. This country's in no fine shape."
It's obvious that at the heart of these Friends' moral
outrage over the Indochina war lies their longtime
Quaker pacifism. "My philosophy and the Quaker
philosophy is that no war ever really achieves good
ends," commented Florence. Similarly, Jean asserted,
"Violence is self-defeating in the long-run. There's no
logic or sense to war."
That's why, said Margaret, "Nixon is such a
hypocrite about being a Quaker. He really knows
nothing about modern Quakerism." She added, "I
think the worst casualty for our country has been the
brutalizing of our own men in Vietnam. The violence
and willingness to inflict harm on others that we see in
Vietnam has transferred itself to our own country."
And Emily stated, "I don't think that war ever
settles anything. One war only begets another war; it
only makes more trouble. It's not right to kill one's
fellow man. What we're doing in Vietnam is pure
murder. It's pure murder."
At the same time, Margaret saw their beliefs and
actions against the war as being patriotic ones. "I
think this is the greatest country in the world, but I
think it's off the track, and I think we won't get it back
on the right track until the war is over. The least you
can say about the vigil is that it can never be said about
the city of Hartford that it didn't have citizens patriotic
enought to object to what they thought their country
was doing was wrong."
As Quakers, all four of these women were hopeful
that everything will turn out all right in the end. It's no
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'Nixon is such a hypocrite about being a Quaker. He really
knows nothing about modern Quakerism. ...I think the
worst casualty for our country has been the brutalizing of
our own men in Vietnum. The violence and willingness
to inflict harm on others that we see in Vietnam has
transferred itself to our own country.'

Then there was the time a "very nice young man"
came up and declared, "You people are just so naive.
You just are so foolish. Don't you know that the human
race is mean and greedy and selfish?" When Margaret'
told him, "You're not mean and greedy and selfish,"
he was taken aback and said, "Of course I am."
Asked what their reactions would be if and when the
war finally ends, the four Friends said they'd be glad
the war would be over, even though they doubted it
would end soon, and added that there would be other
things to work for.
Perhaps Jean sounded the most relieved: "Hot dog,
we don't have to go on forever standing in the vigil!"
She added more seriously, "Just to have all the
shooting and all the bombing stop is the only thing that
can ever give the Indochinese any hope to have a
normal life. I hate to see my country go around mowing
people down. But I have to keep hoping. I'm deeply
skeptical, but something got .through to President
Johnson to. blast him out of running again. I have to
hope the peaceniks helped that happen, and that people
have enough sense to get us out of this war."
Emily said her reaction would be "complete joy,"
but she, too, was skeptical. "I don't think it'll be over
soon. As long as we are sending over quantities of war
material so that the Vietnamese can fight each other,
as long as we continue to have an automated war,
Nixon will say it's over and it won't be over."
The reports from Indochina bear her out. In October,
on whose 26th day we heard that "peace is at hand,"
the United States dropped over 94,000 tons of bombs on
North and South Vietnam. That's almost the equivalent
of five Hiroshima bomfc>s -- almost one pound of explosives for every person in this country.
Florence added her thoughts. "We must think over
priorities after this cease-fire comes - if it comes. It's
very important to keep on with this. The Pentagon is
just determined that we're going to have a war
someplace, so that they can use their antipersonnel
weapons somewhere. We have to get corporations to
make peacetime products. There are plenty of things
to do."

coincidence that there's an old Quaker saying that
"there is that of God in every man." Florence
paraphrased it when she talked of "the kingdom of God
in every man's heart."
This traditional Quaker hope that has sustained
Friends throughout their history is expressed so
simply in a familiar Quaker song: "There's a light that
was shining when the world began, and a light that is
shining in the heart Of a man. There's a light that is
shining in the Turk and the Jew, and a light that is
shining, Friend, in me and in you. Walk in that light
wherever thee may be."
It is this steadfast faith and hope in God that has
sustained Florence, Jean, Margaret, and Emily, whose
combined ages total three centuries. Their weekly vigil
has born witness to their Quaker creed, and their
testimony in action has set a standard for all others
objecting to war to follow.
Their perseverance brings to mind something Elton .
Trueblood once said: "A man has made a start on
discovering the meaning of life when he plants shade
trees under which he knows full well he will never sit."
These women have movingly made such a start.
As one Friend once put it, "In some people the Light
has been dimmed by a troubled life, and in some it is
buried deeply in dark thoughts. But it's there, and
diligent and loving, thoughtful searching should be
able to find it."
.
Emily Rinden, a Quaker woman "just a few years"
younger than 80, summed it up this way, and as I write
this down I find my eyes getting a little misty:
"You kids have a wonderful opportunity ahead of
you. I just wish I had the opportunity to stick around as
long as you will be. I cannot help but hope that things
will get better. I have the optisim that mankind will do
better.
"I think that young people are marvelous. The older
people get so set in their ways that they can't change.
People of my age who have a feeling for the young can
see that it's a tremendously changing world. The young
people are wonderful because they understand these
things."
Old people are wonderful, too.
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China Studies: The State Of The Field
By Robert B. Oxnam
Assistant Professor of History
At a recent meeting of the New England Seminar on
Modern China held at Joyce Chen's Restaurant in
Cambridge it occurred to me that there may be three
generations of Sinologists (the proper term for China
scholars). As I glanced around the room, it was apparent that a sizeable number of luminaries in Chinese
studies were there blissfully consuming great quantities of Chen's buffet special (twenty selections which
one piles precariously on a tiny plate).
The first generation of modern American Sinologists
was represented by Benjamin Schwartz, the brilliant
intellectual historian at Harvard. His was the
generation trained at Harvard in the era of World War
II, a generation which produced the senior figures in
the field like Wm. Theordore De Bary (Ming Dynasty
specialist at Columbia), Arthur Wright and. the late
Mary Wright (respectively Tang and Ch'ing experts at
Yale), the late Joseph Levenson (intellectual historian
at Berkeley), and above all John King Fairbank
(Ch'ing historian at Harvard).
These were the pioneers who had to overcome great
obstacles in their effort, to establish Chinese studies
as a reputable and scholarly field. Chinese language
training was poorly developed and much of their
knowledge of advanced Chinese was the result of selfstudy with occasional help from tutors. Their research,
supported by miniscule grants and their own financial
resources, carried them around the world in search of
Chinese archives (there were few substantial Chinese
language libraries in the United States outside of the
Library of Congress and Harvard). Sometimes they
faced personal danger in their travels; Mary and
Arthur Wright, for instance, were imprisoned by the
Japanese in a Shantung camp.
The biggest obstacle of all was public and academic
skepticism concerning Chinese studies.
Few could understand t n e ir fascination over an
"exotic country" like China. In 1949, with the demise of
America's hero Chiang Kai-shek and the creation of
the People's Republic of China under Mao, skepticism
turned to virulent attacks on the China experts.
Prompted by the China Lobby, journalists and
politicians pointed to Sinologists as the culprits "who
lost China to the Reds." Foreign Service officers like
John Davis and John Vincent were removed from their
posts. In the infamous Institute of Pacific Relations
hearings in 1951, Professor Owen Latimore, ManchuMongol specialist at Johns Hopkins University, was
one of many scholars brought before the Senate UnAmerican Activities Committee. Of the several
scholars, only Lattimore was convicted of anything, of
perjury in a testimony that went on unabated for days.
Though severely wounded by the McCarthy era,
Chinese studies managed to ride out the stormy 1950's,
In 1956 the Association for Asian Studies was founded
to provide a common forum for scholars specializing in
India, Southeast Asia, China, Korea, and Japan. In 1958
Congress passed the National Defense Education Act
which provided federal funds for language and training
related background studies concerning China and a
score of other' fields.
Spurred by the recognition that Mao's China was
here to stay and that Americans were ill-prepared to
deal with the People's Republic, private agencies led
by the Ford Foundation granted considerable support
to the field. From 1958-70 forty million dollars in
federal and private monies was channeled to Chinese
studies. Given this new recognition and financial
support, university centers developed rapidly headed
by Harvard's East Asian Research Center, the
University of Michigan, Columbia, the University of
California at Berkeley, the University of Washington,
Cornell, Stanford, Princeton, and Yale. By the end of
the 1960's, twelve libraries in America had over 100,000
volumes in Chinese language books. As of 1968, 111
American institutions of higher education offered
training in Chinese language.
Attracted by the new growth in the field and a more
favorable political climate, a new and much larger

generation of American Sinologists emerged. This
generation had a much softer graduate student life
than its predecessor. Almost everyone had substantial
government or university fellowship support. All
received rigorous Chinese language training through
the fifth or sixth year level; during the summer most
graduate students spent four hours a day in language
class and about eight hours outside of class working
with tapes, texts, and character writing. A wide array
of courses and seminars was available, ranging from
Japanese and Chinese history to religion, philosophy,
art, economics, literature, and even psycho-history.
The average number of years consumed in graduate
work declined from about ten to a somewhat more
reasonable seven or eight during the 1960's. In most
cases, students spent part of their graduate research
work, in Taiwan where they had access to scholars and
archives unavailable in the United States. Over the
decade of the 1960's 412 Ph.D.'s were granted in
Chinese studies from 55 graduate centers.
The second group was well-represented at Joyce
Chen's with scholars not only from Harvard and Yale,
but also from institutions which had begun the teaching
of China courses in the 1960's: Brown, Connecticut
College, Amherst, Williams, Dartmouth, Wellesley,
University of Massachusetts, University of Connecticut, University of New Hampshire, Wheaton, and
Trinity. The questions which confronted this second
generation were new and difficult. No longer were
China scholars categorized as students of the esoteric
world; less frequently were attacks levied from selfproclaimed defenders of American patriotism. Instead
the big issues were Vietnam and the American role in
Asia, the focus of rearesearch in Asian studies, and the
problem of teaching about China.
The Vietnam tragedy produced a crisis in Chinese
studies. Recalling the experience of the 1950's and
perhaps overburdened with scholarly activity*
relatively few Sinologists were outspoken in their
criticism of American military intervention. Some,
Asian scholars at Michigan State University for instance, engaged in government-supported research to
assist American military and political involvement in
Vietnam,
Although several graduate students and professors
took part in public demonstrations, including peace
marches and teach-ins, the first effective move involving large numbers was the creation of the Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars (CCAS) in
Philadephia during April, 1968. The CCAS has had
important effects on the profession. Through its
meetings and through the publications of its members,
many Asian scholars have realized their responsibility
to speak out on issues of critical importance. The furor
over the publication of one CCAS member, Al McCoy's
The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia, is but one
example of the powerful effects of this organization.
As American Sinology produced its second
generation, the focus of research moved beyond the
obsession with nineteenth-century Western impact and
the twentieth-century Communist movement. The
number of English-language works on China tripled
during the 196O's and new subjects emerged to complement the older publications in the field. Several
dynasties in the imperial period, relatively untouched
by scholars of the first generation, have become
popular subjects of research. The Ming (1368-1644) and
the early Ch'ing (17th and 18th centuries) are good
examples of this new trend. Biographical studies are
being published with increasing frequency;
the last
decade has brought first-rate studies oc figures including the Ch'ien-lung Emperor, the historia. Chang
Hstieh-ch'eng, the philosopher-statesman Liang Ch'ich'ao, the translator Yen Fu, the liberal-intellectual
Hu Sinh, and, of course, Mao Tse-tung, Chou En-lai,
Chiang Kai-shek, and Sun Yat-sen. Others have worked
on twentieth-century history from the perspective of
regionalism, warlordism, and the Nationist Party
(Kuomintang).
Although historians still dominate the field, research
in Chinese political science, religion, art, philsophy,

economics, and sociology is becoming more common
As a result of these new trends in scholarship, our
knowledge of traditional and contemporary China has
become far deeper and more sophistaicated. Chinese
studies remains an embryonic discipline, but at least
the fetus is taking shape.
Finally, the second generation has become seriously
concerned about the teaching of Asian studies; This
generation is troubled by the strong historical involvement of the United States in Asia and the
widespread American ignorance of the Far East. My
favorite example is the CBS poll taken in 1965 which
indicated that almost 50% of Americans thought that
Chiang Kai-shek was Chairman of the Chinese Communist Party. Reacting to this problem with almost the
fever of missionaries, many young teachers have
become involved in the preparation of materials for
secondary and elementary school instruction. Critical
bibliographies, films, slides, tapes, and even a
simulation game have been developed to augment
popular knowledge of Asian civilizations.
The' usual professorial aversion to working with
individuals outside the higher education community
and with teaching media other than the printed page
has been overcome in part within Asian studies. The
effects of this movement are difficult to measure,
although it is evident that President Nixon's recent trip
to China has given a considerable boost to American
concern about and knowledge of affairs in the Far
East. It is worth noting, however, that thousands of
high schools are offering courses or units that deal with
China, and at least 200 high schools are offering
training in the Chinese language with enrollments of
approximately 2,500 students at the first-year level.
Among those at Joyce Chen's.I also think I spotted a
third generation of Sinologists among the graduate
students in attendance. Although, their concerns and
interests are closely related to those of the second
generation, they seem to be caught between optimism
and pessimism over the propsects for Chinese studies.
Reasons for optimism are evident. Within the next few
years, it is possible that many graduate students will
travel to mainland China for research purposes rather
than to Taiwan, that dismal island of lost hopes and
oppression under the name of democracy and
Christianity.
Given this new opportunity and building on the
published work in the field, possibilities for first-rate
scholarly research are endless. To pick but one obvious
example, some graduate student will select Lin Piao
asa dissertation topic and write the first biography of
this crucial Chinese leader. Student and public interest
in Chinese studies, moreover, will probably remain at
a fairly high level, offering many avenues of expression for the young Sinologist.
But there is reason for pessimism as well. Although
the Nixon administration has opened the door to closer
Sino-American relations, it has not made a similar
commitment to the growth of Chinese studies in the
United States. The International Education Act of 1966,
passed by Congress with the intention Of expanding the
American commitment to Chinese and other area
studies, has yet to be funded. National Defense
Education Act appropriations remain frozen at the
level of the late 1960's. One must add that the appointment of Caspar Weinberger as Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare is unlikely to
precipitate a change for the better. In the press conference following his appointment, Mr. Weinberger
announced that his most important task was to reduce
the size of the HEW budget.
So it is a paradoxical possibility confronting Chinese
studies; at a time when American diplomatic, commercial, and public attention on China has reached an
unprecedented level, Washington may conclude that it
is unreasonable to maintain our commitment to
preparing students in this field. Should the Nixon
administration choose to follow this misguided approach, I fear that America may revert to the
stupidities which characterized our China policy prior
to a year ago.

More Letters
'winners'
To The Editor:
I thought your article "Winners From
Philadelphia" was excellent. There is one
small point that I feel must be cleared up
however. The "pushing and shoving match"
between Allan Stark and Ron Duckett was
not a matter, of Black and White (even
subconsciously). It was simply between two
football players (one being very frustrated I
admit) battling for positions on the same
team. If it was the turning point in terms of
the team's acceptance of Ron's color then it
served a dual purpose that I had been
previously unaware of. I saw it only as one
incident which led to my acceptance and
respect for Ron Duckett as a great football
player. By the way, I also lost the fight.
AllanStark

'buffalo'
To the Editor:
We, the undersigned, the members of the
Buffalo Civic Sports Fan Club, take great
offense to the indignity heaped upon us by

Mr. Weber's lack of appreciation for the
Buffalo contingent here on campus. The
metropolis of Buffalo houses many fine new
teams, such as the Sabres, Braves, and the
Bills. Buffalo, after a near-successful coup
by Philadelphia, has maintained its position
as the underdog sports capital of the world.
Although the76ers have outdone the Bullets,
the Bills and Sabres have piled up an enviable record, to keep the city out in front.
Despite a fine start, the Eagles have fallen
behind the Bills, who added yet another
game in their second column last Sunday,
being impressively manhandled by the Jets.
The Sabres have edged out the Flyers with
a strong come-back after a surprise start.
Many people have overlooked this exciting
race, although Buffalo is far from clinching
it. Yet I have Confidence, as Buffalo has its
fine record of #1 draft choices to show what a
class city it really is. Veni, Vidi, Victus Ero.
Chris Lane'75
(Sports Editor responds: I feel honorbound to respond to Mr. Lane's claims on
several counts. Firstly, and least important,
he has no right to challenge any member of

our staff, as we always write with factual
immunity. In this case, therefore, I must
side with Mr. Weber's exclusion of Buffalo
as a sports refuse area. Secondly, as a
former resident of the Polish city, I was
there when the Bills were the scourge of the
AFL, and the Bisons did well in the IL
(baseball) and AHL (hockey). (These were
two different collections of athletes.) We
must point out that a losing tradition must
be built up over a long period of years, and
in this respect, Philly is undoubtedly the
leader. Refer to last week's Sports
Illustrated. Finally, what do the Bullets
have to do with it?)

'rape'
To the Editor:
There seems to be a blatant discrepancy
between what Mr. Garofolo reported as the
"immediate steps" taken after the alleged,
rape and what changes actually occurred. I,
too, returned on Thursday evening and was
here alone during the entire weekend.

Contrary to your article, I know of no at
tempt made to inform me of the rape u
robbery, so that I might "double up for tt*
duration of the holiday." The first in
formation I received was a radio, broadcast
on Saturday afternoon.
As reported in the article,
claimed that "people seeking entrance
college buildings had to present ooueg
identification cards." Not once was I as"
for identification, nor did I °bserw »°j
guards near my dorm. Moreover, none
my visitors (who are not students or » •
college) were stopped-not even wneno» fl
them left carrying his television set ai *•
a.m. Saturday morning.
My only hope is that others will express
their concern so that the appwF»J
"policy decision" is carried out i»
promptly *nd efficiently than the seem
office appears to operate. DeborahF jiiion
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Last Week's
Answers:
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By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
DOWN
1, Burden
1. Japanese City
6. Actor John
2, Japanese Been Var
10. Lichtenstein Painting
3. Jewish Month
14. Lowest Point
4.. Graphite
15. Spanish Conjunction
5. Cellar Entrance
16. Mr. Goldberg
t. Fitting
17i Soviet Order
?• Accoutrements
18. Follows
8. Cant
19. Judah1s Son
9. Pulpits
20. Assassin
10. Bitlike Tool
11. Meal
22. Decay.
23. Statutes
12. Lessen
24. Sorrow
13. I.Q. Society
26, Windpipe
21. Head Motion
28. Occasional
25. Sea Duck
27. Moslem Title
33. Interjection
34, Analyze
28. Wise Man
29. CEEB Exam
35. Tenet
30. Greek Mountain
37, Mooselike Deer
31. Football Cheer
40.- Cut
32, Poisonous Snake
41. Picture Game
36. Relish
42, Fencing Sword
37, Narrative Poem
43, Greek Letter
44, Makes Vibratory Sound
38. Siberian River
45. Express Opinion
39. Ship Part
46, Novice
41. Reddish
42.
Prefix
47, Not Normal
49, Restrain
44. Bar
45. Choices
53. Edible Grain
46. Slag
54. Horse Color
SS.
-sauare
48, Long-haired Ox
57, Meddle at Card Game
49. Angry
62. Enthusiastic
50. Latin Numeral
51. Duvalier'a Country
63. Hindustani
65,
but Goodie
52. Pang
66, Place for Chapeau
56. Object of Worship
67. Midday
58. Left Town
68. Requires
59.
Fixe
69, Arabian Prince
60. Turn the _,
70. Remove
6l. Piquancy
71, Potato Type
64. French Numeral

Editor's Note
The first person to finish the
Targum
crossword
puzzle
correctly each week, and mail it to
the TRIPOD, Box 1310, will win a
one dollar prize. Please put the
time of mailing on the envelope.

Hartford Stage
A new work by Kenneth H. Brown, controversial author of "The Brig", and George
Kaufman and Moss Hart's 1930's comedy
"You Can't Take It With You" are the two
final additions to the Hartford Stage
Company's 1972-73 schedule.
Director Paul Weidner, will direct the new
play, which currently bears the working
title "Nightlight". After previewing
January 4-10, it will premiere officially
January 12 and run through February 18.
A classic of American comedy at its
zaniest, "You Can't Take It With You" will
play February 23 to April 1, with no
previews'.
Thirty-six year old playwright Brown shot
to critical acclaim and.national controversy
in 1963 when the Living Theatre staged "The
Brig", a searing study of life in a Marine
Corps stockade. It was later televised on
NET—TV, a n d filmed.
His new play "Nightlight" is a
provocative view of the effect a passionate
young man has on two older couples when he
jolts their settled lived during a breif, soulshaking stay.
•
The most celebrated playwrighting team
in American theatre, George Kaufman and
Moss Hart collaborated on "You Can't Take
It With You" in 1936.
The zany comedy looks in on the
uninhibited Sycamore family as they refuse
to let the Depression get them down. The
resulting confrontations with an earnest
minded, "sensible" society provide a wild
comedy of witty frivolity.
XMAS
"Christmas in Sigourney Park" will be an
old fashioned community gathering in the
Asylum Hill park off Sigourney Street. A
live tree, planted especially for the
Christmas celebration, will be decorated by
community organizations and individuals.
December 14th at 7:30 p.m., the tree will be
lighted, free refreshments served, and
carolers from the community will perform.
Organizations and individuals are needed
to make weatherproof ornaments of metal,
plastic, wood and treated paper, capable of
being securely attached to the tree.
Completed ornaments can be brought to
Asylum Hill Inc., 217 Farmington Ave.,
Third Floor, by December 8th. A committee
will be hanging decorations December 14
from 1:30-4:30 p<m. and anyone who wants
to help is invited.
"Christmas in Sigourney Park" is being
sponsored by Asylum Hill, Inc.
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BOOD FOOO

organic food
herbs, f resit
bread + produce
227 Sisson, Htfd.
236-4tms

PO1VI
Power to communicate. Power to reach people across the
town, across the nation, around the world. And phone
power may be yours for a lot less than you think. There's
station-to-station economy calling, lower weekend and
night dial rates, and the "mighty minute."* Talk fast for
one minute and rates are lower than ever. For example,
a "mighty minute" call to California is only 35 cents!
Tap your phone power and come together.

Southern Mew England Telephone
*D/al without operator ass/stance any night after 11 p.m. or before
8 a.m. "Mighty minute" minimum rate applies on any call within the
U.S. (except Alaska and Hawaii).

MCAT-OAT-GRE
ISAI-ATGSB
OCAT
NAT'L BDS.

!

* Preparation tor tests required for
admission to graduate and professional schools
> Six and twelve session courses
* Small groups
'Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
* Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week
•Opportunityfor review of past
lessons via tape at the center

! !r.

Special Compact Courses during
Woekends - Jntsmmlom
SuroroarSwwfona
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
i a n ( M l M i t m « B.ooklyn, W. Y SSmt

(212) 338-6300
<518) 538-4566
DAYS. EVENKtGi.'wEEKENK

Branches in Major Cltlei In U.S.A.
Tit Tutoring Scluttd n i l * lt>t Nolio«»id« K<g>«utN«
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Announcements
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This Week

Mather Campus Center
8:00 p.m. - SIMS - McCook Auditoriim
Tuesday, December 5
8:15 p.m. - Student Dance Program 4:00 p.m. - Community Seminar Series, Goodwin Theatre
Professor Mohamed Jibrell - L.S.C.
9:35 p.m. - Film: Dealing - Cinestudio
BRIDGE
Auditorium.
7:30 p.m. - Wrestling - Univ. of Conn,
MEDITATION
Every Wednesday until vacation at 8:30 in
(Freshmen) - Away
7:30 p.m. - Chess Club- Room 103, ILL.
The Student's International Meditation
the Washington Room.
7:30 p.m. - Film: City Lights - Cinestudio. Saturday - December 9
Society of Trinity College will sponsor an ad9:15 p.m. - Film: Bed and B«ard 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - E.T.S. Exams vanced lecture and group meditation on
Cinestudio.
McCook Auditorium and L.S.C. Auditorium
Wednesday, December 6, at 4:00 in the Senate
FURNITURE
1:00 - 5:00 p.m. - Student Graphic Sale 10:30 p.m. - Compline - Chapel.
Room.
Dean A. Fales, Jr., of Kennebunkport, Wednesday, December 6
A.A.C.
Maine, will speak to The Connecticut Historical
12:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel
7:30 and 11:15 p.m. - Film: The CanSociety on "American Painted Furniture, 16804:00 p.m. - Community Seminar Series, didates - Cinestudio
PARAPSYCHOLOGY
1860," on Tuesday, December 5, 1972, at 8:15 Professor Paul Smith - L.S.C. Auditorium
8:00 p.m. - Varsity Basketball - M.I.T. —
There will be a meeting of the Trinity
p.m., in the Hoadley Auditorium, 1 Elizabeth
7:30 p.m. - Film: Dealing - Cinestudio,
Home
Parapsychology Research Group Wednesday
Street, Hartford.
8:00 p.m. - History Colloquim - McCook
8:15 p.m. - Student Dance Program night at 7:30 in Alumni Lounge. We'll be
Auditorium.
Goodwin Theater
discussing personal psychic experiences.
8:00 p.m. - Bridge Club - Washington
8:30 p.m. - Film - McCook Auditorium
NIGHT OWL
9:35 p.m. - Film: Dealing - Cinestudio
Steve RoySancewill direct " I ' m Sorry" atthe Room.
2:00 p.m. - Varsity Swimming - TUFTS —
8:00 p.m. - Varsity Basketball - Amherst Night Owl, the new coffeehouse at the former
YOUTH FARE
Home
XTX fraternity building, Friday night at 8:30 Home
While nine million college students are p.m. More tentatively, Christian Horn's
2:00 p.m. - Varsity Squash - Army - Away
9:15 p.m. - Film: The Candidate returning to campus, the Civil Aeronautics
2:00 p.m. - Fencing - So. Mass. U. - Home
production of "Ulysses" will take place at 7:30 Cinestudio.
Board is wondering when to break the news of
2:00 p.m. - Hockey - Worcester State p.m. Friday night.
P:00 p.m. - Postludes - Chapel
their decision.
Home
" I ' m Sorry" will again appear Saturday
t
:00
p.m.
Varsity
Basketball
AmherstIn January, 1968, CAB examiner Arthur S. night at 8:30 p.m. Other entertainment will be
2:30 p.m. - Freshman Squash - Taf t - Away
Home
Present ruled that discount fares limited to announced shortly.
6:00 p.m. - Freshman Basketball - M.I.T. 7:30p.m. -Hockey-Nichols-Home
persons 12 to 21 years old are "unjustly
Admission, of course, is always free,
6:00 p.m. - Freshmen Basketball - Home
discriminatory" because age a lone isn't a valid
Sunday, December 10
Amherst-Home
distinction between passengers.
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist, Sermon - The
3:00 p.m. - Women's Squash - VassarShortly thereafter. Present received mail
CHRISTMAS PROCESSION
Chaplain, Chapel Singers - Chapel
Home
from college students by the sack load. Their
Hartford will most likely have its annual Thursday, December 7
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass expression of opinion was so overwhelming
Christmas Procession for Peace Saturday,
10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. - Student Graphic Alumni Lounge
that the CAB ruled that airline youth fare
December 16 in the heart of the shopping Sale - A.A.C.
discounts don't unjustly discriminate against
5:00 and7:30 p.m. - A Festival Service of the
district downtown. Plans at this point call for
adults.
5:00-6:00 p.m. - Hillel - Alumni Lounge Lessons and Carols of Christmas - Trinity
the
week
afterwards
to
be
marked
by
a
fiveThe board put off any decision on a petition to
7:30 p.m. - Film: Dealing - Cinestudio
Concert Choir - Jonathan B. Reilly, Conday fast and vigil preceding Christmas itself.
abolish the discounts a study of whether the
9:15 p.m. - Film: The Candidate - ductor and Organist of the College - Chapel
Anyone interested should contact Steve
fares were reasonable in relation to carrier
Cinestudio
7:30 p.m. - Folk Da: -Ing - Wean Lounge
Barkan, Box n i l , 246-0722.
costs was completed.
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel
7:30 p.m. - Film: 'The Big Sleep 4:00 p.m. - Varsity Squash - Navy-Home Cinestudio
Friday, December 8
9:40 p.m. - Film: The Maltese Falcon ALTERNATIVE NEWSPAPER
10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. - Student Graphic Cinestudio
12-COLLEGE
A group of Hartford 'activists' is considering
Sale - A.A.C.
On Wednesday, 6 December 1972 a group of
Monday, December 11
the idea of an alternative newpaper to cover
6:45 p.m. - Hillel Shabbat and Kiddush faculty from Wheaton College in Norton,
THURSDAY CLASSES HELD TODAY
areas of interest normally missed by the
Goodwin
Lounge
• Massachusetts, will meet with students In-' regular press. We would appreciate any con7:00 p.m.- - TWO - Wean Lounge
7:30 and 11:15 p.m. - Film: The Candidate
terested In the 12-College Exchange, The
tributions that you may have on any topic. If
7:30 p.m. - Film: The Big Sleep meeting will take place in Wean Lounge of
interested, please contact Steve Barkan, Box - Cinestudio
Cinestudio
Mather Campus Center at 7:30 p.m. The
8:00 p.m. - MHBoG Dance - Washington
n i l , 246-0722.
9:40 p.m. - Film: The Maltese Falcon purpose of the meeting will be to acquaint
Room - Sock Hop
Cinestudio
Trinity students interested in the 12-College
Exchange with the various opportunities
available at Wheaton College. Those students
contemplating an exchange year for 1973-1974
are especially urged to attend. Questions may
be directed to Dean Winslow.
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YOUTH FARES
TO EUROPE
of any scheduled airline
Fly Icelandic's Dally Scheduled
Jets From New York To Luxembourg In The Heart Of Europe.

« £ g round-triplet

•l©» YOUIH nun.
Ages 12 thru 25. Show proof of
age. Add $10 each way for Peak
Season departures eastbound
June 20 thru July 25 and westbound July 20 thru Aug 3 1 .
Good for overseas stays of up
to a year.

tmgkm round-triplet

" w STUffigtt? M I L
Ages 26 thru 29, Show proof of
age'and enrollment in bona fide
school. Add $10 each way for
Peak Season departures eastbound June 1thru Aug 3 1 and
westbound July 1 thru Sept 30.
Good for overseas stays of up
to a year.

X
<v • » •

Ages 12 thru 25. Show proof of
age. No extra charges. For
youths wishing to remain overseas more than a year, this fare
is an exclusive with Icelandic
and is less than half the comparable one-way fare of any
other scheduled airline.
To: Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 10020

(212) PL 7-8585

Send folder CN onYouth I Student
Fares to Europe.
.Name.
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-ZipState——
My travel agent Is.
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A double-order of s k i t o u t i n g
with some winter camping on the side.
That's Clapp & Treat's
complete ski touring shop.
With cross-country skis by
Asnes, Toppen, Bonna,
Splitkein/Bass.
Bindings by Troll, Eie/Bass,
Tempo, Joffa, Villom.
Cross-country clothing and
winter camp equipment by
The North Face, Gerry,
Alpine Designs, Kelty.
A fine selection of waxes.

And there's more . . ,
Our cross-country specialists
can provide basic instruction
on waxing and touring
techniques when the snow's
flying. Rentals available too.

iiClapR&TreM
672 Farmington Ave. West Hartford

Open Thursday & Friday until 9 p.m.
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Community Involvement
Now is a good time to start planning for whether the courts exhibit patterns of
volunteer services that you might be in- discrimination.
terested in for next semester. Among the
Court watching would involve observing
many reasons for volunteering, you might court proceedings for a few hours a week
consider the following. You'll get away from and reporting these findings for compilation
Trinity - perhaps then you won't feel as in an overall study report. Training is
isolated as many students do. You'll available, and the crucial observation hours
familiarize yourself with your community. will probably be between 10:Q0 am and 1:00
After all, you're here for four years. Getting pm.
ou into the city will probably give you Mr. Payne will speak to all those ingreater insight into the problems Hartford terested in participating in this project on
faces which inevitably in some way affect Thursday, December 7, 7:30 pm at the
you. Many of our programs are offered for Quaker Meeting House, 144 South Quaker
academic credit. You just might find a Lane in West Hartford.
program that makes your academic career FRANK O JONES INTENSIVE INseem a bit more relevant. You'll meet a lot STRUCTIONAL CENTER
of people, and most of all, you'll be helping
Volunteers are being sought to work with
someone. All it takes is a couple of hours a children
from ages 6 to 12 who have special
week, and we guarantee that the satisfac- needs. People
are needed to work in
tion derived will by far exceed the amount of recreational, artistic,
musical, and tutorial
time you put in.
areas. Perhaps you could teach the children
TUTOR/COMPANION
how to repair; objects, or supervise football,
A Boy at McDonough School in the sixth basketball, swimming, or gymnastics. If
grade would benefit from a tutoring com- you can offer your time or talent to these
panion relationship with a Trinity student. children after 1:00 any afternoon, contact
John is the fifth in a family of six and is the Miss Virginia Wagner, FO Jones School 11C,
"angry boy of the family". He has good 485 Woodland Street, Hartford, 527-9120.
ability but is not working at anywhere near CHILDREN'S SERVICES AT CONhis potential and a tutor might be able to NECTICUT VALLEY HOSPITAL
stimulate him to put more effort into his
Connecticut Valley Hospital is looking for
academic work.
volunteers to work with children on many
COURT WATCHING
levels. Companions are needed on a one to
Joe Payne of AFSC is interested in one basis. Students are needed to work as
recruiting students to gather data on group leaders. Tutors are needed to work
operations and decisions of the courts. This with children during school hours. If inis part of a project designed to determine terested contact Ivan Backer in McCook 326.

Lessons & Carols
of Christmas
This Sunday
Trinity Concert
In the Chapel
5:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.ra.
Jonathan Reilly, Conductor

Library Hours
LIBRARY HOURS- -CHRISTMAS VACATION
8:30a.m. - 10:00p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 21
8:30a.m.-10:00p.m.
Friday/ Dec. 22
CLOSED
Saturday, Dec. 23
CLOSED
Sunday, Dec. 24
CLOSED
Monday, Dec. 25
CLOSED
Tuesday, Dec. 26
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 27
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Thusday, Dec. 28
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Friday, Dec. 29
CLOSED
Saturday, Dec. 30
CLOSED
Sunday, Dec. 31
CLOSED
Monday, Jan. 1,1973
CLOSED
Tuesday, Jan. 2
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 3
8:30a.m. -4:30p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 4
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Friday, Jan. 5
CLOSED
Saturday, Jan. 6
CLOSED
Sunday, Jan. 7
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Monday, Jan. 8 - Friday, Jan. 12
CLOSED
Saturday, Jan. 13
CLOSED
Sunday, Jan. 14
8:30a. m.-4:30p.m.
Monday, Jan. 15
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 16
Resume Regular Hours
Wednesday, Jan. 17

Save. Listen. Enjoy
In that order and
all for only $198.

WHEN
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ITS FOR
Love,
captured forever
in the beautiful
brilliance of
a perfect diamor
Keepsake...
the perfect symbol
of your
special love.

^ g ^ p p s c ' my
Trade Mark Rog A.H Pond Co

HOW

" ^ * ^

• ROTEL RX 150A AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
With 30 watts power and less than 1 % distortion, this unit offers exceptionally fine value. Rotel gives you a walnut wood cabinet, pre-amp,
tape in/out, sensitivity of 2.2 microvolts, 54 db signal to noise ratio, and
stereo separation of 35 db at 1 kHz. Rotel is the manufacturer of Harmon Kardon.
• GARRARD40B TURNTABLE
For the first time in a unit of this price range, a full viscous damped single
lever cueing. Garrard quality includes pressure control, oversize turntable, and other features. You'll receive a Pickering PAT magnetic cartridge, base and dust cover.
• ELECTRO-VOICE E-V11 • A SPEAKERS
Now, economize on space, and budget and get excellent quality and
value. E-Vl 1®A has a 70 to 16,000 Hz response range and tuned bassreflex cabinet. A scuff-resistant vinyl walnut-grain finish quietly accents a
decorator grille.

U3EMENT AND WEDDlNGmA
TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT

ur Engage'
Engagement pnd Wedding" plus 1m 1
Send new 20 pg. booklet. "Planning Your
" • • • Bool
- e
• gH t o f f e r
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's

SOUND IDEAS
West Hartford • 43 South Main St ® 236-3571
Manchester » 749 Main Street ® 646-4749

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201

Stereo for fun . . . Prices for real. Stop in soon

lii'
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Phone Tax

Draft Counseling
Trinity Draft Counselors has office hours
every Monday and Thursday from 3:00 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m. in the College Chapel. This
year's sophomores are especially urged to
stop by.
Those born in 1954 - most of this year's
freshman class -- are due at this point to get
their lottery numbers next February.
Details will be forthcoming as the time
approacheth.

Trinity Phone Tax Resistance now has
over $135.00 in its Fund for Life. Last year
TPTR gave $145.00 to the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War. Phone tax resisters will be
contacted the beginning of next semester to
see where they wish this year's withheld
war taxes to go. For further information,
please get in touch with Steve Barkan via
Box 1111 or 246-0722.

Petitions for student elections will be accepted
at the Mather Hall office this Friday
from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.
Deposit them in the appropriate locked box.

8 DAYS
I HOTEL

For further details, see the elections

$179*
article on page 1 of today's issue of The Tripod.

DID
3pools; tennis,deluxe kitchens,

ABORTION

parties
rooftop dining roomlnear casino,ocean,golf&
plus $10 N.Y. dept.
International Market!

INFORMATION

also many other trips!
CHECK OUR LOW
RATES!

212 9864452
. t-iil

Larry Garber
Box 1478
524-508?
• *plus 10% tax and services

PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
An Abortion can be arranged
within 24 hours
You can return home
the same day you leave.

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION CONCERNING
TRIPS TO
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
scHnni
DATES
HOLIDAYS
130 E.40th STREET
NEW YOBK CITY 10016

CALL COLLECT:
215 - 735-8100

MUSIC
is one of life's main ingredients.
For fine stereo components and
systems to fit every budget,
come to

'JlV

The Stereo Shop
Advent
Mclntosh
Pioneer
Marantz
Mcrostatic
Tandberg
Garrard
Phillips
Sony/Superscope
Dual
For information, equipment,
and service, call Ridge Evers:
1

>!

525-8402
ml I

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK A Non-Profit Organization 24 HOURS

CORNER
TAP TAVERN
Special Wednesday!
S0% off on all pinas
AND DINNERS

sandwiches - piua - beer
Michebh onTap
iudweiser Dark
Maximus Super
Opens 9 am to 1 am every day
except Sunday

across the street from campus
H? New Britain Avenue

527-5775
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uctweiseis
Hops are the - n T rg I fire 1 - r On I1 - i v i.e I -n- .rlcd hops
from the honored fields of Ccntr.l Europe uid the very best of domestic blossoms
from the western United Sutes are used in brewing Budweiser. (Absolutely no
extract is usedl) The result is BuaVs rich, mild .roma md snippy, refreshing taste.
Here, these choice hops are added to the wort, which is toiled in giant brew
kettles until the wort his assumed just the right delicate hop fl

us

All that is left to do now..; Icegglng. bottling and
canning operations and adding the familiar label that identifies
the most popular brand of beer the world has ever known
Budweiser, King of Beers.

Brewins beer right does make a difference!
For a 20" x 28V4" Budweiser Brewing Chart art print in full color, send $1 check or money order payable to: BREWING CHART, Anheuser-Busch, Inc., Dept C, Box 8861, St. Louis, Missouri, 63102

..' >! II
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Williams* Sokolosky Star in Defeat

Central Conn Cops Tourney Crown9 79-69
usually hovered around a 6-point margin
That was the margin at half-time, due
largely to the shooting of Jim Sumler and
Nat Williams. Bill Fenkel's solid first-half
rebounding was largely wasted, however, as
last year's Most Valuable Bantam was
unable to find the shooting range in the early
goings.
The half was close, and with 2:10 to go Nat
Williams hit two free throws and Fenkel
dumped in a rebound to narrow the count to
32-30. But Wendt hit a jumper and substitute
forward Dan Switchenko a rebound to make
the half-time score 36-30.
The early goings of the second half had
Trinity turning the ball over frequently, and
Central took advantage. 7-foot center Bob
Lake entered the game for Greg Martin and,
together with Wendt, led an 11-point Blue
Devil spree that upped the count to 51-36 at
the 14:30 mark.

By
Centi
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Murallo came alive to spark the Blue Devils
to a 79-69 victory over the Trinity Bantams
in the finals of the 3rd University of Hartford-Trinity College Invitational Basketball
Tournament. The tournament, held in the
Ferris Athletic Center, treated over 4,000
fans to four close contests Friday and
Saturday nights.
Wendt's and Murallo's exploits overshadowed the spectacular performance on
consecutive nights of Trinity freshman
Wayne Sokolsky. Sokolsky, whose name did
not even appear on the Bants' roster, turned
in his first slutch exhibition Friday night in
the semifinal match with Wesleyan,
Trinity's starting five of Keith Klevan,
Bill Fenkel, Jim Sumler, Nat Williams and
Ron Waters had jumped to an early 12-6
lead, mostly on the shooting of Williams,
who was hitting from everywhere. But
Wosleyan had fought back for a 36-28
half time bulge as guard Steve Burton hit for
18 points in the half.
Fenkel opened the second half with a
quick bucket, Waters stole the ball and laid
one in, Klevan fed Fenkel underneath for
another, and Trinity was back in business at
36-34. The game went back and forth, and
with under 6 minutes left, Sokolsky entered
the game for the secod time, replacing
Waters, who had done a great defensive job
on Burton and guard Dick Fairbrother.
Just before this Trin had become sloppy
and sluggish, especially Klevan, who may
have been suffering the effects of playing for
too long. After the freshman (the first ever
used by Trinity varsity basketball) entered
the game, Nat Williams exploded for three
straight Trinity baskets, answered only by a
rebound by the Cardinals' Brad Rogers. The
flurry gave Trinity a 58-57 lead.
Then Sumler twice caused Rogers to miss
important layups, once by inducing him to
travel with the ball. Klevan sunk two free
throws, and with 2:00 left in the game
Trinity had a three-point lead. Sokolsky
grabbed a key rebound, and the Bants went
into a stall.
Fouled, Sokolsky sunk both shots of a
bonus situation to seemingly put the game
away. But Wesleyan's Dick Fairbrother hit
two straight baskets to bring the Cards to
within one point with less than a minute to
go.
But Sokolsky was fouled again, and made
the first shot. Fenkel leaped high for the
rebound of the missed second shot and got it
back to Sokolsky, who was tied up for a jump
ball by the 6-4 Rogers. Sokolsky outjumped
the taller Wesleyan Co-Captain and got the
ball back to Klevan, who was fouled and
made the final free throw for a 64-61 upset
victory to send the Bants into the finals
against Central.
Central's making the finals is itself
remarkable, as they overcame a 15-point
UHar halftime bulge to nip the Hawks 69-67,
despite a 31-point, 18 rebound effort by last
year's tourney MVP, PeteEgan. The play of
veteran forward Bob Hammie in stopping
Egan in the second half (24 of Egan's points
were in the first half) was instrumental in
the CenConn victory.
Saturday's tournament finale was never
out of the Bantams' reach as the score

i

tiVi ..

Help •. W.s^di. Married
couples with or wtbout"iehnclreS&
tor babysit -in - private ^boffles
while parents vaaMfciL ~Cm
Vacation Sitter
666-3584 or $88-104?.

Ray Perkins entered the game and helped
Trinity narrow the gap slightly, to 11 points,
Murallo took over Central's scoring by
scoring their next 10 points, while the Bants
fought to remain close.
Fenkel hit on a three-point play and
Klevan hit a jumper to make it 69-61 with
4:55 left. Then Williams blocked a Cardinal
shot and Klevan fed Fenkel to narrow the
margin to 6. That was as close as the Bantams could get, however, as Wendt, Murallo
and guard Ralph Wagner made the Blue
Devils' last 10 points on free throws. In the
last minute, Sokolsky blocked three straight
Wesleyan shots and hit on two himself, but it
was not enough.
Trinity and UHar were the big surprises of
the tourney. UHar, which won the tournament the last two years, and finished last
season with a 19-4 mark, lost both games ,
this year, despite a total 55-point effort by
Egan - a record. Trinity, on the other hand
was 3-15 last year, and not expected to be
much better this year by anyone except
themselves. Trin's defeat of Wesleyan and
close defeat by Central are causes for optimism.
Friday night, Trinity shot only 32% but
held an amazing rebounding edge, 63-36.
Saturday night, they shot 40%, including 6
for 8 by Sokolsky, but were outrebouhded 4745.
Rebounding remains crucial for the
Bants, because their playmaking has been
below par. When they rebound well, they get
shots; otherwise, the playmaking of Keith
Klevan does not appear to be effective
enough. Klevan had only 9 assists for both
nights.

(Photoby Levin)
Mustachioed Bantam Bill Fenkel (#31) drives for the basket in
Friday nite action against Wesleyan but finds his path blocked by
Cards' star Brad Rogers.

Art Exhibition
Mr. Matt, Sculptor in Residence, shows
two works executed during his fellowship
at the American Academy, Rome: "Sand
Ship I" and "Gypsy Rig".
November 20- December 19
Austin Arst Center

P^iili^;il^ii^^^P^^^^M

NEW PARK PIZZA
NEW PARK AVE.

1
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i WE
Enjoy The Cowboy.
New York's newest
place for: lunch, dinner,
late supper, drink,
people. Each a lot
more interesting
than anybody else's.
The Dallas Cowboy
60 East 49 Slreel

697-2500

The All-Tournament team consisted of
UHar's Egan, Wesleyan's Rogers, Trinity s
Williams, and Central's Wendt and Hammie, who undoubtedly made it for his worm
against Egan Friday night. In this reporter's mind, however, the omission of HICK
Murallo was a serious oversight. Perhaps ne
even should have been named the Tournament's most valuable player, an award
that went to his teammate Wendt.
,
The Bants' next game is at home against
the Amherst Lord Jeffs, Tomorrow nignt.

m

DELIVER ANY ORDER

i

CALL 232-2690

i

FAST SERVICE
PIZZAS - HOT OVEN GRINDERS
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Frozen by UConn

MIT

Hockey Men
By Murray Peterson
The Trinity Hockey Team split their first
two contests of the 1972-1973 season, getting
bombed by University of Connecticut, 6-1,
and reversing the trend to the tune of 7-2
against Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Last Wednesday night at Storrs, in the
opening game for both teams, after a brief
opening flurry by the Bantams, the Huskies
took control of the game, winning it 'in the
corners' as they consistently beat Trinity
skaters to the loose puck. With some fifty
players out for the team, and with the help of
a fairly extensive recruiting program, they
were the stronger club, although probably
not as much as the score indicates.
Outshooting the Bantams by more than a 2
to 1 margin in the opening twenty minutes,
UConn took a 2-0 lead, including a power
play goal, the result of one of eight Trinity
penalties during the evening.
The second period was more of the same
as the Huskies increased the margin to three
fairly early in the stanza.
Trinity finally struck back when, on a
shorthanded situation, Jim Lenahan stole a
pass at center ice, went in alone, and slipped
a deke under the UConn goalie's pad.
The Huskies took less than a minute to
nullify that goal and added their fifth of the
night two minutes from the end of the
period.
Although UConn scored the only tally of
the final period, the Bantams finally started
to skate and hit some people, as they played
almost evenly with UConn, being outshot
only 10-9.
Carl Norris played a super game, making
forty-six saves. He had hardly any chance
on any of UConn's six tallies.
On Saturday Trinity played its first of
eight straight home games, as they hosted
visiting MIT before a very loyal, partisan
college crowd. Lenahan, a freshman, led the
rout with two goals and three assists, while
six Bantams had at least a two-point performance.
Mark Cleary got things going quickly as
he sunk a ten-footer with only 1:10 gone in
the opening period. Dave Koncz increased
the lead to two ten minutes later, as he put a
well placed backhand into the upper righthand corner;
The Engineers narrowed the count to 2-1
with just two minutes left in the period, as

Bob Hunter, their fine defenseman, knocked
the disc home off both goal posts.
The Bantams scored the only two goals in
the second twenty minutes as Lenahan and
Budknick Fisher tallied four minutes apart.
Trinity also had two goals called back
because of a quick whistle and a movable
cage.
Trinity turned it into a runaway in the
final frame, scoring three times, two of
them while shorthanded, to the Engineers'
one power play goal.
Each member of the Bantam's first line
scored as Lenahan potted his second of the
night with five minutes gone. George
Finkenstaedt scored the prettiest goal of the
afternoon as he was 'awarded' a breakaway
when an MIT defenseman fell in a race for
the puck. George came in off the left wing,
skated across the crease, making the
Engineer goaltender commit himself, and
calmly flipped a backhander over his outstretched stick. MIT's Ian Fisher scored
less than a minute later while the Engineers
still had a man advantage as the puck
hopped over Norris' stick.
Rudy Montgelas came in and guarded the
Bantam nets flawlessly over the last half of
the period, while Cleary drilled home a
twenty-five foot slap shot off a nice feed
from Lenahan to complete the scoring.
Although his team outshot Trinity 35-34,
Mike Schulman, the Engineer hetminder,
was forced to make many excellent saves
off point-blank shots from the Bantam's
sticks. At the other end, Norris and Montgelas combined for a solid performance,
though not tested as severely as their
counterparts. This was largely due to the
fine work of the defense, particularly Mark
Henderson.
Based on the assumption that MIT will be
about the easiest opposition Trinity faces all
season (the teams meet again in February
in Cambridge), it appears safe to say that
the Bantams have not played nearly up to
their potential in any of their three encounters so far (including the sloppy 6-4
scrimmage win over the Glastonbury 'Blue
Devils').
Numerous scoring opportunities have
been messed up by the forwards, and the
team as a whole is not playing a.solid twoway skating game, and this, rather than the
apparent ineptitude of the defense, has been

(Photoby Levin)
Trinity forward Nat Williams goes up for a shot over the outstretched hands
of Central Connecticut's Bill Wendt. Wendt was named the tournament's Most
Valuable Player for his role in leading the Blue Devils to victories over the
University of Hartford and Trinity. Williams led Trinity scorers with 42 points
in the tourney and was also voted to the All-Tourney team.
responsible for a majority of the eight goals Glastonbury Arena.
scored against Trinity, although some very
For those who wish to attend the games,
weird deflections have not helped the take Rte. 84 east to Rte. 2. Follow Rte. 2 for
situation either.
about 4 miles and take the Rte. 94 (Hebron
• Hopefully these trends will, reverse Ave.) exit. Take a left at the end of the exit
themselves in the next three games prior to ramp and then take a right immediately
the Christmas break. Trinity hosts Nichols after the Texaco station. The rink is 400
tomorrownightat7:30; Worcester State at 2 yards down on the left. Admission is $1 if the
p.m. on Saturday, and Iona on December ticket is bought on campus, and $1.50 at the
13th at 7:30, the games being played at the
d o o r .
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Squash Most Popular

Wintry Women Wonders Work at 3 Sports
By Frances Congdon
It looks as though the squash team will be
the most active sport in the women's winter
program, although there are ample opportunities to swim and play basketball.
The squash, team, coached by Jane
Millspaugh, looks in good shape for their
first meet this Wednesday. Last year their
record was 4-0 and they have lost only two of
their top nine players. About a dozen girls
came out for the: team this year, including
two freshmen who are doing quite well.
Some of the returning players include Dusty

McAdoo, Karen Kahn, Vicky Tilney, Cindy
Kittredge, Pam Myers, and Erica Dumpel.
Carrie Pelzel, who is in Rome, will hopefully
be back next semester.
This year's schedule has been expanded.
Radcliffe, Connecticut College, Wesleyan,
Smith, and Princeton have been added so
the girls will have more competition. The
team willalso be traveling to New Haven for
the Howe Cup Championships and to
Wesleyan for the Nationals.
Seven of-their meets are on home ground

and spectators are welcome. Their first work out with the varsity swim team. So far
match is atTrinity tomorrow. They will play there has not been enough interest to
Vassar a 13:00. The coach has a good outlook schedule competition with other schools.
for the season. "The team has i a lot of For other types of swimmers, Trinity is
depth," she said. This will hopefully provide presenting its annual water show at the end
of April. Practice is on Tuesday evenings.
them with plenty of strength.
Other sports activities for women during
the winter season include basketball and
Who will write about freshman squash,
swimming. Informal basketball is played on
Wednesday nights from 7-9 p.m. in Unit D, fencing, track or wrestling? If it's you, leave
for anyone who is interested. For girls who word at the'POD office.
want to do competitive swimming, you can

For the 200-Hour Club

On Bubble Gum vs..
By Bruce Weber
For six or seven months out of the year,
baseball players are traded by the hundreds
every day, by the most devoted statistic
followers in the country. The best of these
managers, after years of practice and
devotion, can manipulate the talent under
the direction, and often can wangle the most
lopsided of deals from an unsuspecting,
opposing strategist.
I am referring, of course, to literally the
only card-carrying members of the
managers' union in the nation, baseball card
collectors. And during this past week, they
have been represented in adult form, as the
higher-ups of baseball gather for their
annual winter meeting, to play little kids.
The similarities between the way kids
trade baseball cards and the way general
managers trade the actual people (this
almost sounds like the beginning of an
argument for the abolition of slavery) are
closer than a surface inspection might

reveal. A manager trades for a player based
upon two things: 1) his reputation, i.e. how
well he has played in the past and 2) how
well he will fit into the scheme of things on
the new club. For example, if a club has no
shortstops and it has three first basemen
then the club does not trade for a first
baseman.
A little kid trades for a player also on the
basis for two things. 1) his reputation, and 2)
how he will fit into the holes he has on his
checklist. For example, if a kid has triples of
Rod Carew but does not have any of Andy
Etchebarren, he will not trade for Rod
Carew. (There are of course special circumstances, where some idiot kid will hoard
all of the available cards of one player, so
his best friend will not be able to get one and
thus complete his checklist. This, , incidentally, explains why Donny Asadorian
had seven Mickey Mantles and I didn't have
;
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Trading baseball cards has trained many
a devoted fan for any number of interesting
paths to be pursued in later life. One that
immediately comes to mind is secondguessing. Many a prominent second-guesser
has been weaned on baseball cards. If you
ever hear someone make a comment like,
"What a bum he is. They should never have
traded for an old man like that. He's on his
last legs," you can bet that at one time that
same person said something like: "You
gave him Robinson and the bubblegum for
Pascual? Boy, you shouldn't have done that.
He had a lousy year last year, and besides,
the card looks as if it was chewed up by his
dog."
Another outgrowth of collecting baseball
cards is a vast background of baseball
trivia. For instance, how else would one
discover the well-hidden fact that Willie
McCovery's favorite hobby is reading comic
books? As a sports devotee, one must thrive

on tidbits such as this.
It seems as though the majority of trades
made during these winter meetings by the
baseball elite are ignorable anyway. And
this is where card trading has it all over the
real thing. I mean, who cares what team
Jerry Kenney is on, or for that matter, what
league he is in? Ninety-percent of the
players traded during these meetings are
throw-ins. But when kids trade, every card
is vital. When a kid trades for Jerry Kenney,
he is obviously not trading for his ability as a
ball player or because he is a Jerry Kenney
fan. Inevitably though, it is always someone
like Jerry Kenney who is needed to fill a
checklist. Thus, there are no uninteresting
trades, and the possession of Angel Bravo
can be something to haggle over.
Who needs managers, general managers,
scouts, and commissioners? Give me a nineyear-old with bubble gum and gumption any
day.
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Bants 2nd in UHar-Trinity Hoop Tourneys;
Ice Bants Open Season, Split With UC, MIT

wmmv
Buckets...
The winter sports season at Trinity got
underway last week. In the annual
University of Hartford-Trinity College
Invitational Basketball Tournament, held
last Friday and Saturday nights at the
Ferris Athletic Center, the Central Connecticut State College Blue Devils emerged
victorious by defeating, first, defending
champion UHar and, second, the upstart
and surprising Trinity Bants. The Bantams
got into the finals by defeating Wesleyan
(17-7 last year).
At left, 6-5 Jim Sumler (#24) outleaps 7-0
Central center Bob Lake for rebound in
game Saturday night won by Central 79-69.
Central's Bob Hammie, who made the AllTourney team, looks on at right. Lake
blocked eight shots in helping his team to
victory.
Meanwhile the IceBants' first home
game, at the Glastonbury Arena, had the
homeboys overpowering a weak MIT^quad,
7-2. Below, winger Mark Cleary (#12)
knocks home the first of his two goals past
the pads of outmaneuvered Engineer goalie,
Mike Schulman (Puck at lower left).

nil'

...and Nets
(Photo by Levin)
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